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Editor's Note

The three lead-off articles in this issue happened to combine themselves under a common theme planetarium all-sky projection systems, and their implications. To my knowledge, this is the first example of such a
"theme" unifying separate contributions to the Planetarian. But it needn't be the last. Depending upon the feedback that I receive from you, I would also consider devoting an issue to exploring the pros and cons of laser light
shows in planetariums, or other topics. While admittedly
a controversial (and sometimes highly opinionated) subject,
light shows seem to be the "solution" that more and more
of us are turning towards during these financial hard times.
I would welcome your comments, then, about undertaking
such a venture in print.
Secondly, now that copies of the long-awaited Special
Effects Handbook are out, you might be wondering how
(and when) this resource can be updated. I've decided to
act upon a suggestion that future Creative Corner columns,
when devoted specifically to special effects (as opposed to
other hardware or software items), be printed on separate,
removable sheets. These may then be taken from the magazine, three-hole punched, and inserted into the Handbook.
To make this suggestion work, however, a substantially
greater number of effects descriptions must be submitted to
the column's editor, Eric Melenbrink. Only in this way can
we provide the kind of publications services that you have
come to expect.
I hope you enjoy the reading that follows.
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Editor:
It is indeed about time that our profession takes a
stance on the issue of Creationism.
It is one thing to believe in religion, to go to church
or a synagogne, worship, etc., but it is a totally different
matter to be ignorant and throw out scientific fact.

It really bothers me when people come up to the console after a show and say things like: "But you're wrong;
God will make all the planets line up" (on March 10th), or
"May I suggest you get a new film. You should take the
Bible and God as Divine Truth and Creator, since no man
has the intelligence to figure out Creation."
How can people living in the 1980s believe in something that puts us back many centuries into the dark ages?
We don't teach that the Earth is flat, that the solar
system is geocentric, or that astrology is a science. Why,
then, should we teach Creationism?
As a member of the scientific community for almost
10 years, I think that it is time for all members of the
science profession, and not only planetarians, to get together and take a stance. "Creation Science" is a contradiction of terms, and to support such nonsense would go
against everything that we stand for.
Creationism is NOT a science, and does not belong in
museums, science classes, science textbooks, or any other
area where scientific fact is presented.
As far as I am concerned, when I do planetarium presentations, or talks, creationism will NEVER be taught,
since as a science person, I am dedicated to fact and not
fiction.
As for an official stance: you can put me down for a
vote AGAINST CREATIONISM. I feel that the International Planetarium Society, and all regional planetarium
organizations should adopt the same viewpoint.
Steve Russo
Bishop Planetarium
Bradenton, Florida

Editor:
In response to your call for suggestion or debate concerning creation-science, I suggest that it would be a serious
error for planetarians to adopt an official stance similar to
that resolved by the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
("Astronomers Assail Creationism," Planetarian, Vol. 11,
No.3, November 1982). Especially distasteful is the final
paragraph:
"Creationism is not a science, but rather an expression of the religious beliefs of a small minority.
As such, it has no place in museums, science classes,
or science textbooks."
Reasons our society should not take such a position
include the following:
1.)
Comparison of conflicting interpretations of
data is a more effective teaching device than presentation of only a single interpretation. (See Teaching
About the Creation/Evolution Controversy by J.
Bergman, "Fastback" Series Booklet No. 134, © 1979
Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation, which includes a study showing student test score improvements when both creationist and evolutionist interpretations were compared.)
The public is far more sympathetic to creation2.)
science than is suggested by the statement" ... an
expression of the religious beliefs of a small minority." Recent Gallup, AP, and other polls indicate
that about 76% of the American public support the
teaching of creationist interpretation alongside evolutionist interpretation, and about 44% themselves
believe in recent supernatural origins.
Creationscience opinions, then, are widespread and well-established among the pUblic. Therefore, to exclude discussion of creation-science would only diminish our
a situation which
relevance to the public we serve
we obviously should try to avoid, if possible.
The ASP statement consists not of rebuttal of
3.)
the conclusions of creation-science, but merely an
assertion of typical conclusions of evolution-science.
Probably, brevity demands such. However, such
avoidance of discussion could be taken by the public
as professional pomposity or religious bombast from
those of a particular persuasion. Any reader, it can
be noted, could substitute "creation" for "evolution"
(and vice versa) in the ASP statement and come up
with propaganda that any evolutionist would love to
hate:
" ... To deny this process of cosmic [creation] is to deny centuries of scientific
evidence and thought and turn back to a
worldview based in superstition and ignorance."
A few other simple substitutions would make
the whole document into a creationist manifesto.
continued to pg. 22
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PLANET ARIUM/THEATER
When is a planetarium not a planetarium? When it's a
space theater.
Planetariums utilize theatrics to provide entertaining
education. Space theaters utilize theatrics to provide educational entertainment. This distinction in media philosophy accounts for their design differences in projection
systems and surfaces, which sometimes facilitates mutually
rewarding, supplemental programming.
Planetariums are composite optical instruments with
separate projectors which produce solar and stellar images
in coordinated motion over 100% of a concentric, horizontal hemisphere ( dome). Supporting theatrics can be su perimposed anywhere on the entire sky. The total view simulates the natural sky for any cyclic time and location on or
about the earth.
Space theaters are wide-film projection systems with
a high intensity light source designed to cover 80% of a
tilted hemisphere (screen). Supporting astronomical effects
are computerized, superimposed projections, usually favoring visibility in the forward motion-picture area. The total
simulation conveys 3-D impressions of geographic or cosmic
scenes, and of sensory motion by the observer with respect
to the projected environment.
A full awareness that space theater programming has
evolved dramatically from conceptual planetarium interdependence to enterprising entity independence developed
on my trip home from the last International Planetarium
Society Conference. My appreciation of this was later reinforced after reading the fine feature, "San Diego's Adventure in Space," by Pamela D. Crooks in the February, 1983
issue of Sky & Telescope.
From Vancouver, I took the opportunity to stop over
in Minneapolis - St. Paul for demonstration visits with
Maxine Haarstick at the Science Museum Planetarium, and
Mike Day for two different, dynamic Omnitheater shows.
These respective professionals made no pretense at facility
duality, competition, or conflict in principal program purpose. The wide screen shows are accurately billed as "the
most vivid moviegoing experience of your life." As an added personal opinion, the filmed stars seemed to complement picture integrity better than those projected separately.
Thereafter, I visited Tom Callen at the National Air
and Space Museum in Washington, DC to see his super
planetarium presentation in the Albert Einstein Spacearium, and to witness another wide-screen spectacular in
the adjacent Samuel P. Langley Theater. Proximity not4

Anthony F. Jenzano
37 Oakwood Drive
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

withstanding, there is strong popular support for both of
these cultural resources. Together, they attract about a
third of the total attendance to the entire institution.
Space theater projection systems require standards
of tilted screen reflectivity, size, shape, and position which
are inconsistent with features needed for the kind of astronomy education being effectively disseminated under horizontal domes at hundreds upon hundreds of well established planetariums.
With a tilted screen con~guration, time-tested techniques for presenting elements of astronomy, especially to
novices, are rendered inapplicable. For example, there is no
terrestrial horizon from which to realistically reference and
demonstrate principles of navigation, circumpolarity, and
celestial phenomena such as rising and settings, seasons, or
"the midnight sun." In addition, fruitful student participation, especially at the cardinal points, is unfeasible. Finally, random observation and comparison of widely separated
celestial objects is very inconvenient for individuals seated
far in front of the gravity zenith. None of these instructional inhibitions is encountered with a conventional planetarium complex.
Twenty three years ago, America's astronauts began
celestial study sessions with a Zeiss instrument and Mercury
space capsule simulator in the Morehead Planetarium at the
Univers.ity of North Carolina. Throughout fifteen years of
their training, the dome horizon proved to be an indispensable reference plane for uncomplicated learning and practicing of mission launches and on-board experimentation.
Also, it was vital to expedient realignment of celestial circumstances in order to preview potential delay options for
just about every mission.
Fifteen years ago, most planetariums began to experience economic pressures building against free public services ana nonprofit educational programs. In defense, it
became necessary to reduce or terminate many of these
activities, employ more sophisticated special effects, and
exploit extra-curricular revenue sources. These trends soon
developed into enterprising space and sensory-oriented programs .... the precursors of the space theater concept. As
an example of the contemporary "sensory-over-teaching"
precept, Mike Sullivan, first Director of the San Diego
Space Theater, described their underlying purpose, in part,
as follows: "Rather then tell you the names of five stars, or
teach you to find your latitude, we want to bring to you an
appreciation of the universe .... "
The epitome of technical and educational compatibility of the two concepts was formally realized with the
continued to pg. 11

RECENT ADVANCES IN 35 ..MM
HEMISPHERIC CINEMATOGRAPHY
FOR THE PLANETARIUM
The first use of hemispheric motion pictures in a
planetarium environment dates back to 1963 and the
Fleischmann Atmospherium/Planetarium in Reno, Nevada.
Originally conceived as a medium for recording and studying weather phenomena, the "Atmospherium" system, as
it was then called, rapidly found broader applications.
Planetarium special effects, travelogues, scenic films and
underwater cinematography proved equally effective in this
format, which used 35mm film and camera/projector lenses
with focal lengths in the 6 to 8 millimeter range. The Reno
dome diameter is 30 feet.
In the early 1970's two new planetariums acquired
"fisheye" film capabilities: The Cernan Theater at Triton
College in River Grove, Illinois (30 foot dome), and the
University of Arizona's Flandrau Planetarium (50 foot
dome). The latter installation was particularly significant
because a new projection lens was designed and made for it,
resulting in superior image quality on the dome. Largely as
a result of the success of the Flandrau Planetarium's system, a similar one, incorporating some additional improvements, was installed in the new Davis Planetarium in Jackson, Mississippi (60 foot dome).
In a parallel development, the well-known OMNIMAX system, using 70 millimeter film, came onto the scene
and was installed in a number of large theaters, with great
success.
The four theaters with 35 millimeter "Atmospherium" projectors enjoyed a potent cost advantage for both
hardware and software .... but suffered some serious disadvantages as well. The most serious of these was a lack of
technical compatibility. By 1977, one had the unfortunate
situation of four theaters using similar formats, but with
sufficient differences that films made for one theater could
not easily be shown in another.

Arthur W. v .....,"u., Jr.
Fleischmann Planetarium
University of Nevada, Reno

Over the past five years other meaningful technical
progress has been made. At the same time, the cost advantages of the "Atmospherium" format have been maintained, and probably enhanced.
Apart from the fact that 35 mm hemispheric film can
be made for one-sixth the cost per running minute of 70
mm film, the additional advantage of hardware costs is
evident. A complete projection system can be had for
$50,000 to $75,000 . . . . less than the cost of most new
planetarium star projectors, and much less than that of 70
mm projection equipment.
Beginning in 1978, the directors of the four planetariums with fisheye systems met with one another to discuss ways to make their films compatible from a technical
standpoint, and to investigate further possible improvements in image quality. They also agreed to rename the
format "Cinema-360" to more accurately suggest its range
of capabilities.
Almost immediate success was achieved in standardizing format, so that films made by one institution could be
shown in the theater of another; and research conducted
over the past two years at the University of Arizona has
given cause for hope of more improvement in image
ness, contrast and color saturation.
Since available optics already approached theoretical
limits of performance, this research concentrated on the
character and quality of the paint coating applied to the
planetarium dome surface, and how varying related parameters might improve the quality of the projected picture.
The multiple reflections of light within a highly reflective
dome screen were known to degrade color saturation and
the apparent sharpness of projected images; and with color
movies that covered almost the entire dome, the "washout"
effect became a critical problem.

A second problem was image quality. The "Atmospherium" film's circular frames have a diameter of less
than one inch; the linear magnification is on the order of
one thousand times, and the projected picture was sometimes only marginally acceptable in contrast and detail.

F or at least a decade recognition of this pro blem had
resulted in planetarium domes being made less and less reflective than the 80 - 90% reflectivity that was once common.

The introduction of Eastman Kodak's 5247 color
negative film in the mid-1970's was a significant step toward visual improvement; its grain and other image characteristics were significantly better than those of the older
5254 emulsion.

Results obtained by Dr. Charles Ken Knight of the
University of Arizona have suggested reducing the reflectivity still more·, and changing the directional characteristics
of the reflecting surface to effectively reduce higher-order
reflections while yielding an image with good contrast and
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color saturation which is still sufficiently bright to give a
pleasing effect. His repnrt indicates that this new coating
should make a striking improvement in the picture. Plans
to resurface the Flandrau Planetarium's fifty-foot dome
with such a coating are underway, and results will be reported in a future paper.

iums involved with Cinema-360 will participate in groundbased filming expeditions to record such mission aspects
as crew training, fabrication and testing of Shuttle hardware, launch, tracking and communications. The film will
be directed by Dick Knapp of the Davis Planetarium, and
is scheduled for release in the fall of 1983.

With the fact of compatibility among systems and the
prospect of further technical improvements in the Cinema-360 medium, the planetarium directors realized the increasing attractiveness of working together on films that
would be shared jointly.

Those of us involved with this project are excited
about it, and even more so with the longer term promise of
Cinema-360. Additional films are now in the planning and
fund-raising stages.

A first effort in this direction was the short silent
film, "The Launch of Columbia," produced jointly by the
four planetariums, with most of the actual cinematography
done by the staff of the Davis Planetarium (the one located
closest to Cape Canaveral). This film was judged a success,
and efforts were increased to create a framework for cooperating in filmmaking on a larger scale.
Cinema-360, Inc., is the direct result of four years
work by the directors and staff members of these facilities.
Formed in 1982, it is a nonprofit corporation which exists
to facilitate the making of Cinema-360 movies and encourage their wider exhibition. Its Board of Directors is presently composed of prominent citizens from communities
where Cinema-360 projectors are installed. The Corporation accepts film proposals from subscribing planetariums
or others, and raises funds to make these films possible. It
then licenses them to be shown by subscribing planetariums
which pay only a small annual subscription fee plus the
actual cost of the print.
The relatively modest cost of acquiring the machinery
needed to show these films has already been noted. With
the creation of Cinema-360, Inc., a steady supply of new
films seems assured, making it possible for a planetarium to
have an economical hemispheric film system without necessarily becoming involved in making those films to be
shown on it.
An auspicious beginning for Cinema-360, Inc. has
been made, with the receipt of a very generous grant by the
Gannett Foundation. It will fund the production of The
Space Shuttle: An' American Adventure, a 27-minute film
that will let planetarium audiences experience the adventure of a trip on America's Space Shuttle Challenger. A
joint endeavor agreement with NASA has been signed, and
Cinema-360 cameras will be going along on at least two
Shuttle missions in 1983 .... one located in the cockpit
and crew areas to record events from an astronaut's point
of view, and another in the payload bay, to show views of
the Earth from orbit and such operations as the on- or offloading of satellites from the Shuttle, etc.
Members of the staffs of three of the four planetar6

If you are interested in considering the addition of a
Cinema-360 projector system to your theater, please feel
free to contact Cinema-360, Inc. or me (at the addresses
below).

Additional Notes
The following films have already been produced in
the Cinema-360 format:
Another Day (scenic and philosophical/conservationist film on Arizona)
Beautiful Nevada (scenic/travelogue)
Riches - The Story of Nevada Mining (historical and
scenic)*
Sentimental Journey (stream railroading in the American South)*
The Sound of Water (desert en vironments/ archaeology - Arizona)
* in production
These efforts have been by the individual planetariums rather than by Cinema-360, Inc., so in some cases
separate royalty arrangements would need to be made by
anothe.r planetarium Wishing to show a film.
In addition to these "feature-length" films, most of
which have an optical sound-on-film track, the individual
planetariums have produced a large number of short specialeffects clips, which range from tumbling asteroids that
cover half the dome, to Big Bang effects, to short (5 to 15
minute) helicopter and ground-based views of Stonehenge,
Mexican astro-archaeological sites, and more.
Cinema-360, Inc.
P. O. Box 22826
Jackson, MS 39205

Arthur W. Johnson, J r.
Fleischmann Planetarium
University of Nevada, REmo
Reno, Nevada 89557
END

THE SIX-FRAME
ALL-SKY SYSTEM
Ray Villard & Dan Zirpoli
Davis Planetarium
Baltimore, Maryland
Following an experimental design first devised by
Staging Techniques, Inc., a New York multi-image production company, the Six Frame All-Sky System was pioneered at Baltimore's Davis Planetarium in the mid-1970's.
Though other all-sky projection techniques had been experimented with in several domed theaters, Davis was the
first to permanently install a system based on six Carousel
projectors, each covering 1/6th of the dome with a pieshaped frame extending from horizon to zenith. Each
projector is equipped with a 1.4" f.1. lens and mounted
in the gallery just below the dome horizon. Slides are
inserted vertically and project directly across the dome.
Complementing this array is a set of alignment grids which
allow images to exactly fit the dome contour (Figure 1).
Over the past seven years, experiments with the AllSky system have developed a number of visually exciting
applications for our public shows, and they represent an
image resource equal in importance to the more traditional
horizon panorama projectors found in most planetariums.
Though we have continually refined All-Sky techniques,
there are still many intriguing areas to explore. This article
reviews our progress to date, and offers advice for setting
up and aligning an All-Sky array.

APPLICATIONS
Since 1977 the All-Sky system has been integrated into
a variety of Davis Panetarium programs, in applications
ranging from traditional effects to abstract backgrounds.
All-dome astronomical effects requiring only six slides include the Local Group of galaxies, the interior of the Orion
Nebula, and the Sun's corona (rising above a solar panorama).
The All-Sky system also has a wide range of nonastronomical photographic uses. In one case we surround
the audience with the flight-deck interior of a Boeing 727.
This technique has also been applied to forest scenes (Figure 2) and city-scapes with varying degrees of success.
The All-Sky allows us to quickly and easily flil the
dome with background abstract effects and textures, such
as a stone cave, dollar bills, clouds and text. This produces
a strikingly three-dimensional effect when "foreground"
images are superimposed (via separate projectors) over the
All-Sky "background" (Figure 3). In our current show,
"Spacequest," one multi-image sequence flils the dome
with rocket pioneer Robert Goddard's sketches and diagrams, while photographs of Goddard's work are superimposed with our panorama, dissolve and motion picture
projectors.

FIGURE l.
Alignment grids show how dome is subdivided into six
pie-shaped frames, 60 degrees wide at the base and tapering
to a point at the zenith.

In another scene the All-Sky creates the stylized interior of a futuristic space station by covering the upper
2/3 of the dome with a "Tron-like" glowing gridwork (Figure 4), Meanwhile, panorama Carousels supply the lower
30 0 viewscreens and a barrage of graphics representing
computer readouts.

ADVANTAGES
Where traditional projection techniques typically require between 15 and 25 projectors to fill the dome with an
image, the Six Frame All-Sky System allows an impressive
all-dome image to be assembled using only six slides and
projectors. A dozen Carousel projectors will yield a total of
160 possible all-sky effects available on almost instant recall. Images can be obtained from artwork or actual photographic scenes.

FIGURE 2.
Continuous All-Sky photographic scene created by softedge blending of six slides. (All-Sky original courtesy of
Jim Sharp.)
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A permanent All-Sky system makes no recurring hardware demands on planetarium technicians. As with panoramas, the projectors are dedicated to their respective areas
of dome coverage. In small planetariums, where gallery
space is at a premium, an All-Sky array takes up minimal
space compared to the large number of separate visual effects it can deliver. The Six Frame All-Sky represents an
enormous expansion of the traditional panorama technique because it allows the entire dome to be used. If
control flexibility
the individual projectors can be
operated separately, further enhancing the multi-image possibilities of the system through
animation and
effects. In the Davis
an AVL
automation system
almost unlimited control

horizon panorama is projected at the same
owing may be visible at all. While it is
to project an All-Sky image to the left or
instrument, the optical distortions and
variation
image brilliance from one side of the frame to the other
rule out this technique.

format blends well into the dome geo-

six frames
with the
used in medium to
the combination of both proup

arrays.

2.

turn

of a snow-covered
won't make it!

FIGURE 3.
All-Sky projects dictionary pages as "background" while
separate projectors cover dome with "foreground" words.
Effect appears strikingly three-dimensional.

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. Projection Geometry - The All-Sky array projects directly across the dome. This presents a slight
difficulty for theaters which can't lower their star projectors below their dome's base, since the projector will
be shadowed in the lower part of each of the six frames.
In practice, however, very little shadowing occurs if the star
projector is set to a horizontal position. Furthermore, if a
8

at Davis and elsewhere
3.
shows that Carousel ".., .. r"or'f"r.... " will
slides
when the carousel
aligned in the
Film
tilted up to 22.5 degrees
alignment in the slide mount is
critical since
1 mm on the film corresponds to approximately 3.3
on the dome. The optimum solution is a D1nl-re:Qls,tel~ea
35mm camera (such as the Oxberry Pro-Copy
allows artwork to be precisely aligned in-camera.
film returns from the processor, it is simply dropped into
pin-registered slide mounts and is ready for projection.
4. Image Distortion - In an All-Sky system the
zenith is closer to the projector than the opposing horizon.
The resulting image compression is negligible for most
applications involving artwork or graphic effects. However,
it creates numerous problems when trying to match-up a
continuous photographic scene.

Our first attempts at photographic All-Skys were
made with a 16mm Nikon fisheye lens. The camera was
oriented vertically and experimentation indicated that best
results were obtained by tilting it backwards about 27 degrees. Six photographs were then taken spaced at even
intervals around the horizon. The main drawback is that the
actual horizon of the scene being photographed appears
about 20 degrees above the planetarium horizon. The
technique also fails to render horizontal lines parallel to the
dome horizon, which limits its application to scenes where
horizontal objects are not prominent. A technique to overcome this problem is being developed and will be discussed
in Part 2 of this article.
5. Image Blending - In preparing certain types of artwork for the All-Sky (such as a spaceship interior), a skilled
artist can develop techniques for joining frames without the
seams being obvious. Soft-edge seams are trickier. Vignetting devices built into the projectors are unsatisfactory
because there are graphic applications that require going beyond the All-Sky's pie-shaped boundaries. A bank of sunset clouds, for example, can be projected by a single AllSky Carousel if the slide is projected horizontally. It is
far more desirable to produce all masks in-camera, either
by using a matte box and vignetting tool, or other techniques.
ALL-SKY FORMAT
The planetarium community can benefit as a whole as
the Six Frame All-Sky format comes into wider use among
theaters. It allows for easy exchange of artwork and photography, and facilitates cooperative research and development. As of this date, the following major theaters have
installed Six Frame All-Sky Systems:
Davis; Baltimore, Maryland
Strasenburgh; Rochester, New York
Buhl; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Fiske; University of Colorado at Boulder
Fels; Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Centennial Planetarium; Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Manitoba Museum of Man & Nature; Winnipeg, Manito ba, Canada
Griffith Observatory; Los Angeles, California
McLaughlin; Toronto, Ontario, Canada
SPECIFICATIONS FOR DAVIS ALL-SKY SYSTEM
Film Format:
Projector Model:
Number of Projectors:
Lens:
Horizontal Offset Angle:
Tilt:
Frame Areas:
Frame Height:
Frame Width:

Standard 35mm
Kodak German SAV-2000
12 (6 dissolve pairs)
1.4 inch (35mm) f.l.
0 degrees
22.5 degrees
6
90 degrees
60 degrees at horizon
(tapering to point at zenith)

SETTING UP A SYSTEM
As in any projection system, careful attention must be
given to finding a projector which provides a bright image
with even edge-to-edge illumination, such as the Kodak
SA V or 3-E series, or the Leitz units capable of utilizing a
Carousel tray. The projector must be rigidly aligned in the
projection gallery, yet provide easy access for tray changes.
Don't cut corners in selecting a sharp, fast projection lens;
an image with poor resolution will only restrict your AllSky applications.
Creating an All-Sky alignment grid is important for
exactly defining frame boundary and shape, and for having
a coordinate system to accurately position visuals on the
If a movable altitude projector is available as part
dome.
of your star instrument's auxiliary equipment, a time exposure of it being swept across 60 degrees of azimuth will
produce a usable grid. For optimum accuracy, the AllSky projector can be used as the camera itself by placing
a piece of unexposed film into a slide mount and dropping
it into the gate. If this technique is impractical, a 35mm
camera with wide angle lens can be mounted at the exact
projector locations, and used to make the azimuth circle
exposure.
Alternatively, a computer-plotted All-Sky grid can be
purchased from Duane Leise of the University of Colorado
at Boulder. Planetariums interested in setting up a Six
Frame All-Sky System can also request a set of our alignment slides by writing to us, care of: Davis Planetarium,
Maryland Science Center, 601 Light Street, Baltimore,
Maryland 21230.

COMING NEXT
We have experimented with and produced a wide variety of visuals for the All-Sky system. Although we've
worked on it for the past seven years, we feel that we've
only scratched the surface of its range of applications.
We are currently developing a technique for projecting continuous, distortion-free, photographic scenes, that will
be the subject of a second, concluding article in the near
future. We welcome your comments and input.

END
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I.P.S. SURVEY OF THE WORLD'S PLANETA
PART III
(INTERMEDIATE FACILITIES: 30 Ft. Domes [9.1 m])
Charles F. Hagar
Planetarium Institute
Department of Astronomy
San Francisco State University
Parts I and II of this survey covered 53 Major Planetariums of the World and 79 Intermediate-sized facilities
with dome diameters 10 to 15.2 meters 32 to 50 feet.
Part III of the survey covers the 30-foot dome size
(9.1 m) and lists 134 facilities with statistical data on number of instruments by manufacturer and also number of
seats. Analysis of staffing, number of shows, salaries, etc.
will be presented in Part IV of this survey (next issue of the
Planetarian) as well as information on domes smaller than
30 feet.
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PLANET ARIUM/THEATER, Continued

October, 1980 "marriage" of Zeiss's Model VI and Omnimax projectors in the Hong Kong Space Theater, where
they function coordinately under the same horizontal dome.
Next to having joint facilities when affordable, this combination pioneers an ideal solution. Alternatively, where
funding is limited, I strongly advise new planetarium oriented prospects to "go horizontal" and theater advocates
to "go tilted".

Fortunately, many planetariums managed to survive
the space theater outgrowth period, Better still, there is a
refreshing return to factual astronomy programming in
both school and public presentations. Today's sophisticated audience is not satisfied with merely an exciting theatrical experience, but requires an accurate and realistic astronomical simulation as well. Perhaps it's because prevailing
data from NASA missions and probes have transformed
some of our space trip fantasies into space science curiosities.
END
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SCRIPT SECTION
Lauray Yule
This issue's Script Section will bring back fond memories for those who attended the IPS conference in Vancouver, British Columbia last summer: The MacMillan
Planetarium's talented staff presented their current public
show - "The Mystery of SS433" - for conference participants. We've decided to reprint it here so all IPS members
can appreciate - and possibly utilize this exciting production.
The script contains all the necessary ingredients for
drama, but also gives the audience a concise account of the
"scientific method." If you would like more information
about producing "The Mystery of SS433," the staff at the
MacMillan Planetarium is eager to help. Contact them at
the H. R. MacMillan Planetarium, 1000 Chestnut Street,
Vancouver, B.C., CANADA V6J 3J9. Telephone: (604)
736-4431.

Please Note The following individuals and organizations assisted
with the production of "The Mystery of SS433":
The National Museums of Canada (Museums Assistance Program)
Dr. Bruce Margon, University of Washington
Dr. Martin Reese, Cambridge University, England
Dr. David Crampton, Dominion Astrophysical Observatory, Victoria, B.C.
Dr. Ernest Seaquist, University of Toronto
Dr. Andrew Fabian, Cambridge University, England
Mr. David Vogt, University of British Columbia
Algonquin Radio Observatory, Ontario, Canada
Canadian Pacific Airlines
Casabello Wines Ltd.
Labatt Breweries of B.C. Ltd.
Anglo-Australian Observatory, Coonabarabran,
N.S.W., Australia
KVOS T.V., Bellingham, Washington

THE MYSTERY OF 88433
VISUAL
All-dome back-alley scene
gloom, danger, isolation
implied

Slowly fade light level
under voice

AUDIO
Foreboding music up
Music under SFX
Cat screeching
Garbage can overturned
Footsteps approaching
Squeaking door
Woman's scream
Pistol shots
Body falling
Footsteps receding at run
Police sirens - approach
and fade
Fade music under voice

Music low under voice

Fade music out

x-fade alley scene to:
Kitt Peak Pan - Step 1
Kitt Peak music up under
Continue Kitt Peak
sunset sequence until
full night pan up.
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COMMENTARY

A crime has been committed. The police are on their way. Soon
the work of the detectives will begin. Searching for clues, they
will seal off the area and gather all the evidence they can for
careful analysis in the crime lab.
Many people have romantic notions about detective work - they
imagine intrigue, danger, and adventure. In reality, detectives
spend long tedious hours in pursuit of leads which may take them
nowhere. A crime is most often solved by the concerted efforts
of a whole team of investigators. The truth, if discovered, may
emerge only after months of analysis using sophisticated laboratory equipment.
Few people have romantic notions about astronomers, but they,
too, are detectives. As detectives, they sift through clues to the
mysteries of the universe. They gather their clues at places like
this, the Kitt Peak National Observatory, located high above the
Arizona desert just west of Tucson. As daylight slowly fades into

Fade pan out
Blackout: Zeiss Stars

ZEISS: Summer Sky Tucson Latitude
SLIDE: Summer triangle
graphic
SLIDE: Locate SS433
(circle)
Fade slides

night, and most people's thoughts turn to retiring for the evening,
the astronomer instead is only beginning his day's work. The observatory's telescopes will soon be focusing on a bewildering number of astronomical objects, ranging from nearby members of
our solar system to the furthest quasars at the edge of the known
universe. In all likelihood, no startling revelations or breathtaking discoveries will be made tonight; astronomy seldom works
that way. But anyone of a dozen different astronomical jigsaw
puzzles may have a tiny piece added.

At this time of the year, the sky that comes under the scrutiny of
observers is dominated by three bright stars in the shape of a triangle, and it is the southern tip of this summer triangle that currently attracts the attention of astronomers. Several of the instruments here will be directed toward this small region of the
sky. Like their colleagues around the world, the astronomers
at Kitt Peak are studying a faint star located here, a star which
holds one of the greatest mysteries in contemporary astronomy.
It is a mystery whose solution may change our understanding
of the universe.
This is the story of that star, which has come to be known as
SS433.

SLIDE: Constellation fig.
Aquila

Astronomers use such prosaic names for stars today, but this was
not always the case. From the earliest days to the present, people have tried to extract meaning from starlight. Throughout
most of history, people were limited to naked eye observation.
They tried to interpret their observations by fitting the patterns
of the stars to images from their own folklore. Thus, the southern part of the summer triangle suggested the outline of an eagle.
We still know these stars by the Latin name for eagle, for this
is the constellation Aquila.

x-fade to:
SLIDE: Draught Oxen
x-fade to:
SLIDE: Legendary hero

Other civilizations, such as the Chinese, saw it differently. To
them, this area of the sky was a team of draught oxen, while to
the ancient peoples of Australia, it represented a legendary hero,
named Totyarguil.

add:
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stars
x-fade to:
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Rainbow, with sun opposite Fade out rain
add: Pastoral scene
Music up (Pastoral)

As observing techniques improved, our interpretations of the
stars have changed. The invention of the telescope brought to
light so many faint stars that the familiar naked eye patterns
became lost in densely populated star clouds. Today, astronomers still use the term Aquila, not to denote a mythological
eagle, but rather to identify a particular region in the sky.
When we look in the direction of Aquila, we are looking toward
the star-packed inner reaches of our Milky Way galaxy. This
makes the region an ideal hunting ground for unusual stars.
SS433 was discovered during just such a search. But it took
more than telescopes to reveal its strange character. It took a
deeper understanding of the nature of light.
From the most ancient times, people the world over have seen
the rainbow as a powerful symbol of hope and renewal. To
13

astronomers, the rainbow means much more than this, for rainbows hold the key to the secrets of the stars.

Music change
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Isaac Newton first recognized that white light is made up of a
blend of many colours. All that is needed to separate light into
its component colours is a simple prism. Newton used such a
prism to break a beam of sunlight into a series of colours called
a spectrum. In nature, spectra are produced in the form of rainbows, when sunlight travelling through water droplets is broken
up into its component colours.
The first spectrum to be studied in detail was that of the sun.
When sunlight is passed through a prism, the resulting spectrum
is crossed by hundreds of thin, dark lines, gaps in the continuous
blend of colours. Certain chemical elements in the sun absorb
the light missing from the spectrum of sunlight, and by identifying the elements responsible, astronomers can determine the
chemical composition of the sun.

Musical change

As the science of astronomy progressed, the combined use of
the telescope and prism enabled astronomers to see the spectra
of the stars, and it soon became apparent that not all stars exhibited the same spectra. The difference lay not in the sequence
of colours but in gaps which interrupted that sequence, and this
led astronomers to conclude that the chemical composition of
the stars were not identical.
How do astronomers tell chemical composition from these
spectral lines? The key is that every chemical element will
emit or absorb only very specific colours. For example, hydrogen in the sun's atmosphere absorbs light of these particular
colours, leaving these characteristic gaps in the sun's spectrum.
Only hydrogen will produce this particular pattern of lines.
Helium produces a different pattern, and each of the other
elements creates its own unique arrangement of lines. It is
the combination of the various elements in the sun that make
up this complex spectrum, and it is in this way that astronomers
classify stars, by spectral type.
Hydrogen and other elements do not always absorb light. Under
certain conditions they emit it. Again, each element will only
emit certain characteristic colours. Hydrogen emits this set of
colours. It is no coincidence that this is precisely the same set
of colours that hydrogen, under other circumstances, will absorb.
In fact, if we combine this emission spectrum with the hydrogen
absorption spectrum, we get an unbroken sequence of colours.

ZEISS STARS

add: Photo of multi spectra
wide angle survey of
Aquila
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SFX: Camera shutter

Stars with bright emission spectra frequently turn out to be
exotic objects, as spectral emission lines generally indicate some
unusual activity taking place in or near a star. During the 1960's,
American astronomers Bruce Stephenson and Nicholas Sanduleak
undertook a search for just such exotic stars. Using a device
called an objective prism spectrograph, they were able to photograph large areas of the sky and record the spectra of many stars
simultaneously. Conducting such a survey by examining stars

one at a time would be somewhat awkward: a dedicated observer, working seven nights a week, would complete the task
in about 500,000 years.

Modern astronomer's boundaries of Aquila
add: Very old astronomer
at his telescope

Narrator emphasize
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x-fade to:
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x-fade to:
All dome multi-colour
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Music up - Mysterious
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Stephenson and Sanduleak found numerous emission line stars
in their survey and published their findings in the form of a
catalogue. The four hundred and thirty-third entry in this catalogue was a seemingly undistinguished star in Aquila. It wasn't
until later, when further observations again focused attention on
the star, that it came to be known as SS433.

The handful of colours we see in the rainbow are by no means
the only colours in nature. They are merely the only colours to
which our eyes are sensitive. What we call light is one small part
of a more general phenomenon known to science as electromagnetic radiation. A wealth of radiation invisible to our eyes extends on either side of the spectrum. Infrared and radio radiation lie beyond the red end of the spectrum, while beyond the
violet end are ultraviolet, x-ray and gamma radiation.

add: Visible light spectrum
add: Electromagnetic
spectrum above visible
region
add: Electromagnetic
spectrum below visible
region
PAN and ALL-SKY:
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In 1978, the year after Stephenson and Sanduleak published their
list, three unrelated groups of astronomers discovered unusual
objects in Aquila. Their work was not limited to visible light, but
involved something much stranger, invisible radiation from space.

Music change,
less mysterious

FILM AND SOUND:
Seaquist (caption)

Astronomers have devised many instruments to observe and
analyse invisible radiation.
Observers working in the radio
part of the spectrum utilize large metal antennas, such as this
one in Algonquin Park, 200 kilometers north of Toronto. It was
at this very telescope in 1978 where one group discovered an intense radio source in the constellation Aquila. Dr. Ernest Seaquist ex plains.
"In the summer of 1978, myself and other radio astronomers
used radio telescopes like the 46-meter telescope here at the
AlgonqUin Radio Observatory to search for radio emission from
a number of stars which were listed in the catalogue of Stephenson and Sanduleak. It turned out that number 433 in this catalogue was a very bright radio source, and although it's not unusual for stars to be radio emitters, this one was unusual in two
respects. First of all, the intensity varied with time over periods
of days, weeks, and months. Secondly, the character of the radio
emission was rather unusual in that it was the type of radio
emission which comes from very, very energetic particles in space,
in particular, very high energy electrons. These electrons move at
the speeds very close to the speed of light as they radiate radio
waves."

add: Green Bank in
x-faders

Music up and under
x-fade to:
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-modern boundary star
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Stars with strong radio output are unusual, but by no means
unique. However, added to its variable radio output, another
peculiarity soon emerged. Surrounding SS433 is a larger radio
15

add:
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source discovered some years previously, and now referred to by
its catalogue number W-50. This larger radio source had been
suspected for years of being a supernova remnant, the remains of
an exploded star. The speculation was unproven, since the collapsed core of the exploded star had never been found. The discovery of SS433 furnished a possible candidate for this collapsed object.
Music up and under

x-fade to:
ZEISS STARS
PAN: Partial Earth
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x-fade to:
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Observatory

Other observers were working at the opposite end of the electromagnetic spectrum. These astronomers encountered a more difficult problem: x-rays do not travel well through air.
Musical effect or melody
to represent Ariel V

A more complex version
above to represent
Einstein Observatory

Astronomers searching for x-rays from space must send their instruments beyond the atmosphere entirely. X-ray telescopes
were first carried aboard British and American satellites launched
in the early 1970's. These early x-ray telescopes revealed a strong
x-ray source somewhere in the direction of Aquila. However,
the exact position of the source could not be determined. Such
x-ray emissions are rare, and increasing numbers of astronomers
began to suspect that there was something unusual going on in
Aquila. The excitement increased in 1979 when Seaquist and a
team of co-workers used a much more accurate x-ray satellite to
pinpoint the location of the x-ray source. That location coincided exactly with SS433.

Music out

Music up and under
(Australian)
add:
Australian SS433
spectrum
Music up

DUring this time, a third group of astronomers working at the
Anglo-Australian Observatory in New South Wales was also studying the region of Aquila. This group, led by David Clark, had independently discovered the radio emissions from the region of
SS433, but they were unaware that an actual star had been identified as the radio source. Taking optical spectra of selected stars
in the region of the radio source, they were the first to take a detailed spectrum of SS433. Strange features in the spectrum were
immediately noticed. The position of the lines in this spectrum
prevented SS433 from being placed in any known stellar class.
It appeared to be an entirely new type of star.

Fade under voice
x-fade to:
PAN and ALL SKY:
Royal Greenwich Observatory
x-fade to:
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add: Special Effect:
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Dr. Clark returned to his home base at the Royal Greenwich Observatory in Southern England. Here he showed the spectrum to
a visiting astronomer, Bruce Margon, an expert in spectral analysis. It was Margon's analysis which revealed the truly bizarre
nature of SS433.
Music up and out
SFX: Jet
You may have noticed a change in the sound as the jet passed
overhead. This change in pitch is known as the Doppler Effect.
As it turns out, the effect is crucial to understanding the nature
of SS433. To understand the Doppler Effect, we have to recognize a fundamental similarity between sound and light: both
behave as waves.
Music up and under (short)

add:
Illustrated Kodalith diagrams:
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Sound waves from a stationary plane, say one that is warming up
on a runway, radiate outward uniformly in all directions, like
ripples on a pond. When the plane begins to move, however, it

compresses the sound waves directly ahead while stretching out
the waves it leaves behind. This change in the spacing of sound
waves or wavelength, is perceived by us as a change in pitch.
With the proper equipment, we can measure the pitch change
precisely and from this information we can calculate the aircraft's direction and speed.

1. Stationary plane and
sound waves
2. Moving plane and waves

Now, light also behaves in a wave-like fashion, and moving light
sources also exhibit the Doppler Effect. While changes in sound
wavelength are perceived as changes in pitch, different wavelengths of light are seen as different colours. A star that is moving toward us, for example, will seem to be bluer than it really
is, while a star that is moving away will appear redder, and the
lines in a star's spectrum will also appear to shift accordingly.
If we measure the amount of the red or blue shift we can determine the direction and speed of the star.
In September 1978, Bruce Margon began taking repeated spectra
of SS433. His findings confirmed the existence of the strange
spectral lines first noted by David Clark at the Anglo-Australian
Observatory.
Dr. Margon, who now heads the Astronomy Department at the
University of Washington, explains:
x-fade to:
PAN: U ofW
FILM AND SOUND:
Margon

"The strongest emission lines in the spectrum of SS433 are due to
the chemical element hydrogen. This isn't surprising, because
hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe. However, my colleagues and I discovered that the remaining lines in
the spectrum of SS433 are also due to hydrogen, but are displaced to wave lengths very different from those we observe in
the laboratory. The most common mechanism that we know of
to change the wavelength of spectral lines is due to some motion
between the source and the observer. However, the problem in
SS433 is that some of the lines are shifted to the red by a very
large amount while others are shifted to the blue, also by a very
large amount. This indicates that there is some gas that is approaching us at a very high velocity while some other gas is receding from us, also at a very high speed. There is no precedent
for this in the spectrum of any other star with which we are
familiar. "

x-fade to:
ZEISS STARS - Milky
Way
- motion: Annual motion

The velocities that Margon measured are more than 40,000 kilometers per second. To find such a speed from a star within our
galaxy is simply unheard of. In fact, the motions implied by
these observations are so extreme that Margon and his colleagues
actually doubted their interpretation. Clearly, more information
was needed. Unfortunately the observing season for SS433 was
drawing to a close, since sunlight blocks our view of Aquila from
December through February of each year.

add:
ZEISS: Sun projector
- motion stops when Zeiss
sun enters Aquila (position at Zenith)
x-fade to:
Cartoon PAN of Munich
conference

Music up
Typical German music
Fade under

In the meantime, Dr. Margon brought the astronomical community up to date on his latest findings at a conference in Munich in
December of 1978.
The news rocked the assembled scientists! It seemed impossible! Overnight, the previously unknown star seized the imagination of astronomers the world over.
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x-fade to: Blue rims

cartoons

When experimental scientists uncover a mystery, they give it to
theoreticians to explain. In the case of SS433, where the initial
data completely defied explanation, the theorists had their hands
full. Some ideas proposed off-the-cuff at the Munich meeting
would probably have embarrassed their authors had they ever
been published. Hardnosed theories and wild speculations flew
thick and fast. Scientific caution was thrown to the wind as they
struggled to explain a star that was travelling at enormous speeds
in two directions at once! The great rush was on. The theorists
hurried off to complete their calculations and to be first to
publish.

PAN: Cambridge

Among the first explanations offered was one put forward simultaneously by Mordechai Milgrom of Israel's Weizman Institute
and by two British astronomers, Andrew Fabian and Martin
Reese of the Institute of Astronomy at Cambridge.

FILM AND SOUND:
Martin Reese ( 63 sec)

"The early results on SS433 were presented by Bruce Margon at
the Munich conference. He showed spectra according to which
lines were seen in funny places on the spectrum, and moved
apart in spectra taken in successive nights. I, in fact, wasn't at
this conference, but heard about it from my colleague Andrew
Fabian when he got back to Cambridge. We at once started to
think what it could mean. Because we had been thinking about
jets in other contexts, we tried to see if we could explain SS433
by imagining that two jets had been shot out of the star, one towards us, blue shifted, and one away from us, red shifted. It
turned out that this could indeed explain the peculiar spectra if
the speeds involved were about a quarter the speed of light. Because the idea seemed to work fairly well, we published a short
paper on the subject and sought the advice of our colleagues
about it."

x-fade to:
Music up - simplest
ZEISS STARS
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How could such a double jet model explain the observation?
SS433 appears as a single point of light in even the largest telescopes; this is because of its incredible distance from earth, estimated to be several thousand light years. To be able to see the
two jets, an observer would have to be much closer. The complex
nature of SS433 only becomes evident fFom our great distance
when we look at its spectrum. The brightest spectral lines are
from the center star. On either side are the two beams.
The beam travelling towards earth shows a blue-shifted spectrum,
while the beam pointing away from earth is shifted toward
the red.
One startling consequence of this model is that the material in
the beams is actually moving faster than the speeds indicated
by the Doppler Shift. In fact, the beams are moving at speeds
as high as 80,000 km per second, more than one-quarter the
speed of light. Such speeds are so extraordinary that many scientists were reluctant to accept the double jet model. But when
the 1979 viewing season got underway, new observations confirmed that the wavelength shifts were indeed due to the Doppler Effect. Even as scientists were coming to grips with the idea
of super high speed jets, new observations were suggesting that
the true picture of SS433 was far more complex.
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x-fade to:
PAN: U ofW
add:
FILM AND SOUND: Margon

Dr. Margon recounts:
"By this time, observers were obtaining spectra of SS433 quite
regularly, and it became apparent to us that the wavelengths of
the shifted lines in the spectrum were changing from night to
night. This would indicate that the velocity of the emitting gas
was also different on every night. Furthermore, it seemed that
there was a periodic, cyclical pattern to these changes. We were
able to predict that once everyone hundred and sixty-four days
the moving spectral lines would actually coincide and slide
through each other, with the next opportunity occurring about
July of 1979. We were quite pleased to find that this prediction
was in fact verified."

add: Spectra with moving
line effect

This periodic shifting back and forth of the beams could be explained if the star and its twin jets were rotating once every 164
days. Such a motion, known as precession, is familiar to most
people as the wobble of a child's top. Precession is common
among astronomical objects. Even the earth precesses, although
it takes our planet 26,000 years to complete one precessional
wobble.
x-fade to:
ZEISS STARS
add: Precessing double
jet model
add: Orbiting question
mark

Music up
(more complex version
of theme)

Precession is caused by the gravity of a nearby massive object,
suggesting that SS433 is part of a multiple star system. Further
evidence for the existence of a companion star came with the
discovery of a second periodic motion ... one of thirteen days.
This discovery was made by astronomers at the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory near Victoria, B.C. This meant that SS433
and its unseen companion were rotating about one another in a
13 day period. It is not surprising that we cannot see the companion star; only an exceptionally bright star would be visible
from our distant vantage point.

x-fade question mark to:
Orbiting companion star

Music under
x-fade to:
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Music out

"Our discovery of the double nature of the SS433 system was extremely important in that it ruled out many of the proposed
theories and indicated that the remarkable jet phenomenon was
occurring in a kind of object which we knew something about.
Most of the stars which emit X-rays have turned out to be members of binary stars or double star systems, a very fortunate fact
in that we can measure the sizes and masses of the stars in these
types of objects. Thus at the heart of SS433 there is a system
which we at least partially understand and the companion star
could possibly serve as a source of material to power the beams."

Music up: Binary x-ray
different from SS433, but
similarly mysterious
Special Effect:
Binary x-ray system

Fade under

A typical x-ray star is a system in which a collapsed star orbits a
giant star at a relatively close distance. Both objects are near the
end of the stellar life cycle. The giant has expanded to many
times the size of our sun, while the other star has gone past this
stage, collapsing down to an object only a few kilometers across.
This collapsed object could be either a so-called neutron star or
perhaps the most exotic of all astronomical oddities ... a black
hole.
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Though the two stars may differ in size by a factor of one hundred thousand or more, they have approximately the same mass.
The extraordinarily strong gravitational field of the collapsed star
sweeps up material shed by the giant, or in extreme cases, actually sucks material from it. This stolen star stuff then crashes to
the surface of the collapsed object, emitting intense bursts of
x-rays in the process.
add:
Accretion disk

x-fade to:
FINAL SS433 MODEL

This process produces a strange phenomenon, a flattened whirlpool of highly compressed, intensely hot gas surrounding the
small star. Matter falls toward the collapsed star faster than it
can settle on the surface, creating a kind of stellar log jam. Material then spirals down from the inner edge of this disk to the
surface of the star.
Music: Most complex
theme

x-fade to:
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Music out

Astronomers now believe that something like this is going on with
SS433. A collapsed star is drawing matter from a companion
star and surrounding itself with a bright disk. This disk is the
brightest part of the SS433 system. In fact, it is as bright as the
brightest star known. The x-rays we observe originate here. They
are the screams of tortured atoms being literally ripped apart as
they are forced through this gravitational bottleneck. In the case
of SS433, the process does not stop here. For some as yet unexplained reason, not all the captured material falls on to the
collapsed star. Some of it is ejected at right angles to the disk
in the form of two pencil thin beams of incredibly fast moving
material.
The success of any theoretical model is determined by its ability
to accurately predict future events. For example, Seaquist, of
the University of Toronto, used the V.L.A. Radio Telescope
to produce these maps, which show elongated structures around
SS433, confirming the existence of the jets. Jets in the same
orientation were also seen in x-ray wavelengths when Seaquist
and his colleagues used the orbiting Einstein x-ray telescope.
And Sidney van den Bergh of the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory was able to obtain faint photographic evidence for the
existence of the jets using the 48" telescope at Mt. Palomar.

All-dome W50
colour photo

Music up under
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Kodalith lines showing
SS433 jets and their
effect on W-50
add:
Kodalith circle from P-13
representing a spherical
W-50
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The now widely accepted model for SS433 shed new light on
another mystery. We saw earlier how the large radio object W-50
surrounds SS433. Radio astronomers had been aware of it for
many years and suspected it of being the remains of an exploded
star. The extreme size and peculiar lemon-like shape of W-50
made this interpretation uncertain. The discovery of SS433 and
its jets have helped explain the unusual shape of W-50. It turns
out that the bulges at either end align perfectly with the jets
produced by SS433.
Exploded stars generally leave behind spherical clouds of wreckage, and W-50 may once have been such a cloud. But its shape
has since been disrupted by the violent activity of SS433. This
great cloud of cosmic wreckage would probably have stopped expanding long ago, as the energies of the ancient stellar explosion
were dissipated. But the expansion continues under the pressure

of the twin jets. Where the jets hit the inside of the shell, they
have blown out the curious bulges visible in the radio map.
x-fade to:
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Another piece of confirming evidence comes from additional
high resolution radio observations taken at the V.L.A. radio observatory. These seem to show material ejected by the twin
beams appearing in just the places predicted by the model. When
SS433 wobbles, its beams sweep out a cone in space. Material
moving out along these beams traces out a spiral around this
cone. When this three-dimensional spiral is projected onto the
plane of the sky, a rather complex pattern results. Recent radio
observations seem to fit this pattern surprisingly well.
So we have now developed a model which seems to explain the
numerous observations collected so far. Our astronomical mystery brought together dozens of astronomers from around the
world to attack the problem with their entire arsenal of scientific equipment and expertise. But have they really solved the
mystery? Can the file be closed on SS433? Not yet, for as so
often happens with real life mysteries, this one still abounds with
unsolved questions.

Music out

What is the collapsed star at the heart of SS433? Is it a neutron
star, a black hole, or perhaps something entirely different?
What type of star is the companion? What is the true connection
between SS433 and W-50? What is the history of SS433; was it
once an average star which underwent a catastrophic explosion?
If so, is W-50 the remains of this explosion? And most important of all, what is the driving force behind the jets? What process
could possibly accelerate matter to such incredible speeds?

Music up - quasars

So SS433 and its jets remain a mystery. And yet, to astronomers,
there is something about them which seems hauntingly familiar.

x-fade to:
Realm of the Quasars

Here at the furthest reaches of the visible universe lie objects
which also emit jets. This is the realm of the quasars.
Quasars are so distant that their light takes billions of years to
reach us, so we see these objects as they appeared in the remote
past. It seems there was a period when the universe was young
when thousands of these strange objects blazed forth, each with
the light of a hundred galaxies. But quasars are much smaller
than galaxies, and their tremendous output of light and radiation makes them the brightest objects in the universe. Most of
the quasars burned themselves out before the universe was half
its present age, but many of the quasars we observe today are
found to emit high-energy jets, just like SS433 but on a vastly
larger scale: ten thousand times larger or even more. Since
quasars were discovered, scientists have been completely baffled by them. Any understanding of the quasars will profoundly expand our knowledge of physics and the behaviour of matter
and energy, and SS433 may provide a clue to just such an understanding. Although SS433 is tiny in comparison to the quasars, it
is much closer to us and thus 'far easier to study.
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Our astronomical detective story has taken us around the world
and back almost to the beginning of time. It began, in a sense,
with Newton's first simple studies of the rainbow, and it led us
to the enigma of the quasars at the farthest depths of the universe. Where it will take us next we cannot say, for it is the nature of science to lead us always in new and unexpected directions. The strange double star system called SS433 may guide
us to knowledge that revolutionizes the way we live, or it may remain a mystery forever. The universe is vast, and infinitely complex, and full of wonders. Mysteries as profound as SS433 are
scattered through space like grains of dust, and they wait only
for us to discover them.
END

LETTERS, Continued

Since a statement of this design, no matter which side
of the issue it promotes, contains no information
about how and why creationists and evolutionists
interpret the same evidence so differently, and only
raises the emotional temperature of the discussion, it
would seem that it should be left unsaid by information professionals such as we planetarians are.
4.)
A century from now today's particulars of both
sides of the argument will probably seem primitive.
We must keep our historical perspective. 1983 does
not represent the date of attainment of all knowledge.
Future generations of scientists, some of them attending planetarium programs now, must learn to question their own assumptions - and those of their mentors. In time, "close" becomes "not good enough."
Only in situations where questioning does not occur
is it possible to have something like a Ptolemaic system remaining dogma for fourteen centuries.
Rather than adopt an official stance, let us continue
to encourage our membership to become informed on the
issue, and to utilize the information gained in a manner appropriate to our local situations.
Along this line of thought, Dave Hostetter of the Lafayette [Louisiana] Natural History Museum suggested in

his article "Ideas in Collision", November 1982 Southern
Skies (Southeastern Planetarium Association newsletter),
that planetarians subscribe to the pro-evolutionist journal
Creation/Evolution, published quarterly with an annual
subscription rate of $8.00 (current address: P. O. Box 146,
Amherst Branch, Buffalo, NY 14226).
This writer has also found quite useful the creationist
Institute for Creation Research's "Impact" series, published
monthly, available free of charge from 2100 Greenfield
Drive, EI Cajon, CA 92021. Much more detailed is the
quarterly journal of the Creation Research Society, available to non-member subscribers at $16.00 per year from
CRS membership secretary Wilbert H. Rusch, Sr., 2717
Cranbrook Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48104.
Probably the most complete list of creationist books,
filmstrips, etc., available is the catalog of Creation-Life Publishers, available free from CLP, P. O. Box 15666, San
Diego, CA 921 15.

Henry H. Mitchell
Pitt sylvania County (Virginia)
Public Schools
Chatham, Virginia

END
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PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE
You will note, in the enclosed membership folder,
that access to the Script Bank is listed as a membership
service. As a result of discussion, the Vancouver Council
accepted PP A's generous offer to reactivate the old bank,
first operated by Tom Gates for I.P.S.
Charles Hagar
volunteered to run the new bank for us, with a nucleus of
scripts that were left from the old file.
Although we began work in April, some potential
liability problems came to our attention. I am particularly grateful to Mark C. Petersen of RMPA for providing
many details. As a result, the script bank issue will be
discussed again at this summer's Council meeting. Charles
Hagar is preparing recommendations.
The annual meeting of the IPS Council will be Monday, August 1 (1:00-5:00) and Tuesday, August 2 (9:3012:00 and 1:30-5:00) at Richmond, Virginia. The Council
will meet prior to the start of the SEPA meeting, which
will run August 3-6. Paul Knappenberger of the Science
Museum of Virginia is host to both our Council and SEPA.
All IPS members are welcome as observers at any of the
IPS Council sessions. For information about the SEPA
conference, contact Dr. Knappenberger.
One of the main business items for Council this year
is the choice of an IPS conference site for 1986. The two
candidates, which presented outstanding proposals to the
Council and to the entire membership within the business
meeting in Vancouver, are the Flandrau Planetarium in
Tucson and the Science Museum of Virginia in Richmond.
Anyone who would like to host an IPS conference must
submit a written proposal to the IPS President at least
four years prior to the proposed conference. So, for 1988,
I should receive all proposals before the conference in Monterrey next summer. I recommend that any person/institution interested in hosting a conference refer to the proposal
submitted by the Flandrau Planetarium. If you would
like a copy of that proposal, contact me.
You will note the new IPS membership flyer enclosed with this issue of the Planetarian. Our thanks to
Publications Chairman John Wharton for handling this
project. Please pass along your folder to a non-IPS member after reading it. Should you want more copies to distribute to friends or to put out at meetings, contact me or
John Wharton.
Thank you to all who have taken the time to respond
to the President's Forum in the First Quarter, 1983, issue
of the Planetarian. Before proceeding with any action
(such as setting up a resource file or resource "hotline" of
groups willing to write letters and make calls to ailing
planetariums), I will get further recommendations from the
Council. The Council will decide on the IPS course of
action.
The new IPS Awards Committee is currently working
on the procedures for their operation. The establishment

of that committee, and many of the details that probably
will be followed were an outcome of the work of Dennis
Simopoulos of the Eugenides Planetarium in Athens. Dennis did an outstanding service in preparing an extremely
lengthy report based on responses to letters sent to many
long-time planetarium professionals. Bruce Dietrich of
Reading, Pennsylvania now serves as Chairman of the Committee. If you have recommendations and names of people
that you would like to see honored, please contact Bruce.
An article about the operation of the Awards Committee
should appear soon in the Planetarian.
For my President's Forum this time, I am asking for
people to respond who would like to serve on an IPS Committee. Service by members with time, energy, and enthusiasm is essential to the vitality of our Society. As
needs arise, you will become involved. Please give this
request some special thought.
President's Forum
I am willing to serve on an IPS Committee or help IPS
in some way.
Name
Address ______________________________________

Phone (work)
(home)

If you are not at work for a long period (e.g., school summer vacation), please note:

If applicable, what particular committee or way would you
like to serve IPS?

Briefly, what background and skills do you have?

Send to: Jeanne E. Bishop, Westlake Schools Planetarium,
24525 Hilliard Road, Westlake, OH 44145.
END
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GIBBOUS GAZETTE
John G. Wharton
I was pleasantly surprised with the number of you
who responded to my plea for submissions in the previous
(and inaugural) "Gibbous Gazette". To be honest, I didn't
exactly expect to be swamped with letters and calls, but
over a dozen of you were kind enough to take the time to
send along interesting bits of news before the deadline of
this "Gibbous Gazette". I'm also grateful to the growing
number of regional newsletter editors who have placed me
on their mailing lists - your newsletters are wonderful
sources of valuable and topical information of interest to
the Society, and I thank you for sharing your work with
all of us.
Now, for those of you who would like to submit items
for future "Gibbous Gazettes": Please keep in mind the
critical time factor involved. The copy for this "Gibbous
Gazette" went to Jordan just a few weeks after the previous
Planetarian reached your mailboxes. So, individual contributors to this section should dash items off to me as soon
as possible. And, to regional newsletter editors: Please
send me a copy just as soon as you can (rough drafts are
welcome), so that your news may be shared with everyone.
A final note ... You may notice that nearly all of the
news items which follow in this edition deal with news
from the United States. In an international organization,
I'd like to see news briefs which are international in scope.
But, I can only pass along for publication in the Planetarian
what news notes I receive.. So, a special plea to everyone
in the International Planetarium Society, particularly those
of you outside the U.S.: Send me your news!
And don't feel uneasy about sending mail to Oklahoma. Our Pony Express service is quite good these
days ...

THE INCREDIBLE GROWING CONFERENCE
No, this isn't the title of a cheap sci-fi movie. It's
the latest in a trend of joint planetarium meetings (such
as the recent MAPS/GLPA conclave in Rochester, NY).
In the first week of August, the brave staff of the Science
Museum of Virginia's new UNIVERSE Planetarium/Space
Theater in Richmond will be hosting ... the annual meeting of SEPA . . . the annual meeting of the IPS council
... the annual meeting of major international planetarium
directors . . . and organizational sessions for the newlyformed American Planetarium Association. All of this will
be going on at the same time. Talk about a planetarium
staff with intestinal fortitude! (Incidentally, congratulations to Charlie Smith and the rest of the UNIVERSE staff
on the April opening/dedication of the unique facility!)
NOW, ABOUT THE
AMERICAN PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION ...
since the subject's come up. APA was born
during the course of the Vancouver meeting, with IPS
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past-president Jim Hooks providing the impetus as APA
president-protem. A primarily-institutional organization
(with institutional membership fees proportional to dome
size), AP A's purposes - as stated in Article II, Section II of
it" provisional By-laws - are as follows: "1. To further the
student's and public's understanding and appreciation of
Astronomy and related sciences; 2. To improve the operations of planetariums; 3. To serve as a vehicle for cooperative projects of mutual interest to its membership; 4. To
advance the role and status of planetariums." According to
Article XIII, Section 1 of APA's By-laws, " ... No substantial part of its activities shall be used to influence legislation, and it shall not participate in or intervene in any
political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public
office."
NO ONE WILL BE SEATED
DURING THE LAST 50,000 KILOMETERS
An agreement has been signed between NASA and
Cinema-360, Inc., for the production of a 27-minute
hemispheric planetarium mm, "The Space Shuttle: An
American Adventure". The production will be primarily
funded by an $80,000 grant from the Gannett Foundation of Rochester, NY. Under the terms of the agreement,
NASA will "use its best effort" to place the Cinema-360
fisheye camera aboard the STS-8 mission, for both interior
and (gUlp!) exterior shots. Three planetariums (all U.S.)
are currently equipped to show the Cinema-360 wraparound film: Davis Planetarium in Jackson, MS, Flandrau
Planetarium in Tucson, AZ, and Fleischmann Planetarium
in Reno, NV. The film will also be made available in 16mm
and videotape versions, following its premiere at the three
planetariums this fall.
MA Y A GIANT LIZARD SPIT IN YOUR FACE ...
. .. And it does, in "Darwin on the Galapagos", the
latest film created for the other wrap-around folks who
have OMNIMAX. Produced by the Science Museum of
Minnesota with Graphic Films Corp., the film chronicles
young Charles Darwin's illuminating 1835 visit to the Galapagos archipelago. Basically a nature show, and heavier on
science than some of its predecessors, the mm has been well
received since its opening, according to Mike Day, director
of the Science Museum of Minnesota's Omnitheater.
EVERY PLANETARIUM-TO-BE NEEDS ONE
A star projector, that is. Dr. Lars Broman writes that
a new planetarium is being built in Falun, Sweden. The
museum-operated facility will feature an 8-meter dome.
The only problem is that an instrument has yet to be
secured. If you know of a second-hand projector suitable
for an 8-meter dome, contact Dr. Broman. His address up
to July lOis: Department of Physics and Astronomy,
Western Washington University, Bellingham, WA 98225,
U.S.
AFTER July 10, Dr. Broman may be reached at:
Dalarnas Museum, P.O. Box 21, S-791 21 Falun, Sweden.

WOULD DR. BROMAN CONSIDER A LARGER DOME?
A group of individuals (mostly planetarians) has purchased Adler Planetarium's original Zeiss IV instrument, to
save it from the scrap heap, and in hopes of seeing it put
back to use in another facility. Sam S. Mims of the Louisiana Arts and Science Center Planetarium, representing this
group, points out that this instrument "would make an
ideal major planetarium for a large city, or it could be purchased by a smaller planetarium for considerably less than
the cost of a new Spitz or other projector." Those interested may contact Sam at: P.O. Box 66521, Baton Rouge,
LA 70896, U.S.
OTHER NEW DOMES
Two new 12.2 meter facilities are going up in the
United States. The first, at the Roanoke Valley Science
Museum in Roanoke, VA, will sport a Spitz 512 under a
tilted dome. The second, at Bowling Green State University in Bowling Green, OH, will feature an Apollo/Minolta
Series lIB and an OMNI-Q automation system by Commercial Electronics. Also included will be an observatory.
BEST NEW-POSITION JOKE OF THE YEAR
Now, about that facility opening up at Bowling Green
State University. The March Equinox issue of the MAPS
Constellation featured a job announcement for the Bowling
Green facility. To quote the University's announcement:
"The Ph. D. in Astronomy and Physics is required in addition to some experience in planetarium operation and
design. The tenure-track position consists of half-time
academic duties as regular faculty and half-time administrative duties as Planetarium Director. The successful
candidate will be expected to teach at the undergraduate
level, develop a planetarium program serving the local
schools and the general public, and involve undergraduate
and graduate students in astronomy research projects."
(This person will probably also be expected to walk on
water, then turn that water to wine - to which s/he'll need
a lotl)
SPEND A YEAR WITH CAPTAIN SCIENCE
For the twelfth consecutive year, the Strasenburgh
Planetarium expects to have an intern opening, subject to
receipt of funding, for a person interested in making a
career in the planetarium field. An $8,000 stipend is anticipated. There is no formal program, but the recipient
can pursue a number of areas of both personal and professional benefit. Deadline for applications is June 1st (possibly extended). For information, write to: Donald S.
Hall, Director, Strasenburgh Planetarium, c/o Rochester
Museum and Science Center, P.O. Box 1480, Rochester,
NY 14603, U.S. (Note: as a Strasenburgh "graduate",
I can highly recommend this rewarding program to young
and aspiring planetarians.)
MINOLTA RETURNS TO U.S. MARKET
A spokesman for Minolta USA has announced that

the company is returning to the direct sales and service of
planetarium instruments in the United States. Minolta's
U.S. sales representative will be:
Mr. Kosuke Sasaki,
Sasaki Associates, 90 Arch Drive, Holbrook, NY 11741,
U.S.
DON'T SLIP YOUR DISC
(From the Spring RMPA Newsletter) The Center for
Aerospace Education of Drew University has announced
the release of "Space Disc No.2 - Apollo on the Moon"
and "Space Disc No.3 - Shuttle Test Flights", the latest
in a series of six instructional laser video discs. Disc No.
2 covers the six manned lunar landing missions, featuring
nearly 10,000 still images and over 100 movie clips. Disc
No.3 traces the development of the Space Shuttle, with
over 3,000 still images, including diagrams and photographs
of the design, manufacture, assembly and testing of various
Shuttle components. Both discs are supported with user
guides. Three other videodiscs in the Space Disc series "The Space Age", "Astronomy", and "Geoscience" - are
due for release by this summer. For more information on
these discs, contact: Ben Casados, Video Vision Associates,
Ltd., 19400 Beach Blvd., Suite 5B, Huntington Beach, CA
92646, U.S.
GET YOURS WHILE IT'S HOT - AND FREE!
(From the Spring GLPA Newsletter) Air and Space,
the National Air and Space Museum's free magazine for
educators, has room on its circulation list for more subscribers. Interested persons should send requests for a
free subscription to: Air and Space, Room P-700, Educational Services Division, National Air and Space Museum,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560, U.S.
"STAR-ROOTS" SYMPOSIUM
SLATED FOR SMITHSONIAN IN SEPTEMBER
"Ethnoastronomy:
Indigenous Astronomical and
Cosmological Traditions of the World" is an international
conference to be held at the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, D.C., September 5-9. The conference will be
sponsored by the National Air and Space Museum, the
Center for Archaeoastronomy of the University of Maryland, and the Historical Astronomy Division of the American Astronomical Society. For further information, write:
Ethnoastronomy Conference, Center for Archaeoastronomy, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,
U.S.
PSSSST WANT TO SEE PICTURES OF PECULIAR GALAXIES?
The Astronomical Society of the Pacific is offering for
sale a special slide set of unusual extragalactic 0 bjects, from
the collection of Dr. Halton Arp. The slides (20 in all) include mUltiple views of significant objects, some color images, and some computer-enhanced images. The set comes
with a user's guide. The cost for the slide set is $14.50
plus $2.00 for postage and handling. California residents
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include tax, and those ordering outside the U.S. double
the postage/handling charge. Payment should be sent to:
A.S.P., Slide Dept., 1290 24th Ave., San Francisco, CA
94122, U.S.

THE RIGHT LIGHT STUFF
Those who feel that revealing humorous anecdotes
about the space program is irreverent and demeaning probably won't like The Light Stuff, a new book (in paperback
from Jester Books) by R. J. Ward, Jr. The fact is, The
Light Stuff is more than just a collection of puns, pranks
and off-beat situations. Sub-titled "Space Humor - from
Sputnik to Shuttle", Ward's book is a study of people
placed in extraordinary roles as pioneers of the space
frontier, and how humor countered nerves, overwork and
setbacks (sound familiar?). In this way, The Light Stuff
is an unusual kind of chronicle of the space age. Ward,
managing editor of the Huntsville (Alabama) Times, displays an intimate knowledge of the space progJ."am, and
proves that - in all situations - humor has its place.
Copies of The Light Stuff are available for $3.50, plus
45 cents for postage/handling, from: Jester Books, 1012
San Ramon Avenue, Huntsville, AL 35802, U.S.
CORRECTION
Sky-Scan vice president Steve Savage writes to say
he's afraid somebody in Rochester, NY is getting orders
for motors and spfx projectors; it could be a day -care
center, but it's not Sky-Scan! In the last issue of the
Planetarian, Sky-Scan's old address was inadvertently
printed in the "Creative Corner" section. The correct
address is: Sky-Scan, Inc., 7350 Dryer Road Victor NY
14564, U.S. Sorry, Steve - thanks for settin~ us straight!
And, our apologies to the Urchino-Iab Day Care Center,
who was probably wondering what to do with requests
for 10 rpm DC motors.
JEEZ - ANOTHER CORRECTION?
Well, not quite. But Mark and Carolyn Petersen
point out that, while Nessie has been seen to roam Maximum Sound Studios in Denver, the more-correct address
for Loch Ness Productions is: P.O. Box 3023, Boulder,
CO 80307, U.S.
REMEMBER - IT DOESN'T MATTER HOW BIG IT IS
IF YOUR AUDIENCE ISN'T LEFT SMILING
'
As you might have heard, a major space theater
facility is being constructed in Paris, France. The planetarium will be part of a huge new science museum going
up on the northern side of the city, in the Parc de la Villette. Slated for opening in early 1986, the planetarium
will feature OMNIMAX, and a Spitz STS star projector,
under a 26-meter tilted dome. At 26 meters, Spitz is
staking claim to the largest existing planetarium in the
world.
Minolta, however, might have designs on that
title. For, in a suburb of Tokyo, Tsukuba University
is also planning a major space theater, slated for a 1985
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opening. The Tsukuba facility will reportedly feature a
new STS-type of instrument by Minolta, currently designated the MS-25, which will project around 18,000 stars.
A 25.6-meter dome was initially planned for the Tsukuba
project. But, this spring Minolta seemed quite interested
in just how big the Paris dome would be. Is dome diameter
escalation in the offing for these two planetarium manufacturers? We'll keep you posted.
STAR TRAILS

Jack Laney has stepped down as director of the
Reuben Fleet Space Theater in San Diego, CA; Dr. Frederick Kirsch is the new director ... Jim Sharp, formerly
the technical wizard/consultant for such facilities as the
Vanderbilt, Fiske and Hong Kong planetariums, is reportedly joining the staff of the Einstein Spacearium at the
National Air & Space Museum in Washington, D.C .... According to the Spring issue 0 f RMP A's High Altitude
Observer, Jack Spoehr has moved from Spitz Space Systems
to 1M AX . . . Jim Wiley is no longer with Laser Systems
Development Corp . . . . William A. Gutsch, chairman of
the American Museum-Hayden Planetarium is doing the
weekend weather report for one of the TV network flagship stations in New York . . . IPS past president Jim
Hooks recently received an honorary doctorate from Pembroke University in Pembroke, NC, recognizing his contributions to the university and the planetarium field ... IPS
president Jeanne Bishop and GLPA IPS-representative
Doris Forror served this spring as mentors to students with
upcoming Shuttle experiments during a student experiment symposium at Lewis Research Center in Cleveland
... Mike Bakich, formerly the producer at the Flandrau
Planetarium in Tucson, AZ has moved to the production
manager position at the Hutchinson (Kansas) Cosmosphere
and Discovery Center . . . Peter Davis is now director of
the Paulucci Planetarium at Hibbing (Minnesota) Community College.
KUDOS AND CASTIGATIONS
KUDOS TO:
PPA president Charles Hagar, for his hard work on
the recent IPS Planetarium Survey (a valuable re,source tool for all of us), and for volunteering to
resurrect and coordinate the IPS Script Bank.

William Lawrence, marketing manager of Sky & Telescope magazine, for providing IPS with free advertising space in S & T, as part of our efforts to recruit
new members.
The Planetary Society, for its funding of an ambitious
new SETI project at Harvard University's 26meter Oak Ridge radio observatory; AND Harvard
physicist Dr, Paul Horowitz and colleagues, for the
development of an ingenious "suitcase SETI receiver", which can simultaneously scan 128,000
wavelengths in search of extraterrestrial intelligence.

Even U.S. Senator William Proxmire couldn't argue
with this effort!

The National Space Institute, for providing most of
the underwriting for the 'round-the-clock "Dial-AShuttle" public telephone link-up during the recent
STS-6 mission. Just like being there!
CASTIGATIONS TO:
Those IPS members who refer to the '84 conference
in Monterrey, Mexico as being held in a "foreign"
country where a "different" language is spoken.
Remember, folks, that the "I" stands for International.

REGIONAL ROUNDUP
(Compiled by Jack Dunn)
GLPA
The Michigan GLPA Campout/Non-Campout will be
on July 16-17, 1983. This year, arrangements have been
made for cabins for those who don't want to camp out.
Cost of the cabin is $13 per night for up to 4 persons.
Try to get your staff to put up with living with each other
in a tent! For more than 4 people per cabin, add $3 per
additional person. Cheap but very cozy. Camping is
available nearby. People going on this outing, which will
be in Glen Arbor, MI, will have a chance to visit the Lamhier Observatory. There is a $1.50 charge per person for
the Observatory Tour. Please make reservations for housing
with Sue Rocklington, Program Coordinator, The Leelanau
Experience, Glen Arbor, MI 49636. Also, inform Dave
Batch at Abrams or Gary Tomlinson at Chaffee if you are
attending. Sounds like a fun idea. Perhaps some of our
other regions may also emulate it. Planetarians might find
nature and the real sky in remote areas to be a powerful
stimulant for discussion.
The Illinois section of GLP A will be meeting at the
Elgin Observatory and Planetarium. Don Tuttle and Nancy
Franklin will serve as hosts. The tentative date is October
15th.
PAC
Speaking of getting back to nature: P.A.C. will meet
at a lUxury resort in the Manitoba wilderness. Under the
theme of "The Nature of the Planetarium," the meeting
will be held August 8-12, 1983 and hosted by the Manitoba Planetarium. For further details, contact Mr. Ed
Barker, 1983 PAC Conference Chairman, Manitoba Planetarium, 190 Rupert Ave., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
R3B ON2.

that "all of Nebraska is a wilderness." Mitch Luman, of
the J .M. McDonald Planetarium will serve as host. Mitch
has planned a fine meeting for us. Registration is cheap
($10), and accommodations will be very inexpensive (hurrah!) - but not in dorms! One of our highlights will be
the presentation of a planetarium program which we will
then proceed to pick apart. Discussion of how it could best
be adapted to individual theaters and what is wrong and/or
correct with its production will be our strategy. (No,
Captain Science, we aren't going to do one of yours.)
Other discussions will center on the common problems
faced by planetarians and what can be done to alleviate
them. For further conference information, contact Mitch
Luman, Hastings Planetarium, 1330 N. Burlington, Hastings, NB 6890l.
The new GPP A newsletter editor is Bo b Craighead of
the Kansas Cosmosphere and Discovery Center, 1330 Plum,
Hutchinson, KS 67510. We welcome this foolish person
to the ranks of those who must try to fill those empty
spaces several times each year. All those with news or information for GPPA-Iand please note.
RMPA
The spring meeting of RMP A is now past history,
but I believe that great applause is due for the revitalization of this region. With their latest meetings, a strong
trend has been set for stirring learning experiences. Interesting tours and truly helpful workshops are part of the
action. Congratulations especially go to Jim Moravec and
Mark and Carolyn Petersen for spearheading this effort.
Carolyn is the editor of the new "High Altitude Observer,"
a very well-done entry in the newsletter sweepstakes.
Potential contributors again please take note. Send your
materials to her at Loch Ness, Box 3023, Boulder, CO
80307. As for RMPA and the wilderness
well, they
already claim to be closer to the stars!
PPA
Edna De V ore, Independence High School Planetarium, San Jose, is the new President-Elect, and she will also
be PP A Treasurer for 1983.
The Fall 1983 PPA meeting will be co-hosted on
Friday - Saturday, November 4 - 5, 1983, by Jonathan
Hodge (Santa Monica City College) and Jim L~nd (El
Camino College). Visits to nearby Celestron Manufacturing Co. and TRW Space Systems are planned.

END

GPPA
The Great Plains Planetarium Association will hold
its annual meeting October 27-29, 1983, in Hastings,
Nebraska. We reject any snide remarks from other regions
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CREATIVE
CORNER
Eric Melenbrink

7-PIN MADNESS
Joe Hopkins

Bishop Planetarium
Bradenton, Florida
(Reprinted from SEPA's Southern Skies)
You may have noticed upon occasion that next to
the "Off-Fan-Lamp" switch on the back of your Carousel
projectors, there is a socket with seven holes in it that you
normally plug your dissolver, goombah controller, dimmer
or whatever into in order to control the lamp, advance, reverse, and focus functions of your projector. There is
nothing mysterious or magical about this socket and you
can build some simple devices for your Carousels using
these socket terminals that will allow you to control
exactly what you want (and let you eliminate the little
hand-held remote paddles taped to your console).
Perhaps the best way to start this little exercise would
be to look at the socket itself (shown in Figure 1). Pin 1
is the "Advance" pin (and also ground), pin 2 is "Reverse",
pins 3 and 4 control "Focus" functions, pin 5 is common
(but definitely not ground), while pins 6 and 7 allow access to the lamp. Connecting pin 1 to pin 5 momentarily
will advance the projector once, while holding it down will
cause the projector to advance continually until the switch
is released. (See Figure 2.) Connecting pins 2 and 5 in the
same manner momentarily will cause the projector to reverse (if the switch is held for approximately V2 - % second
- a shorter time will cause the projector to advance); holding pins 2 and 5 together will cause the projector to reverse
continually. (See Figure 3.)
Focusing the projector (provided the projector has
remote focus capability - check your operating manual to
be sure) requires the connection of both pins 3 and 4 to
pin 5; pin 3 is connected directly to pin 5 while pin 4 goes
through a diode to pin 5 (the orientation of the diode de-
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termines the direction of focus) - this double connection is
usually made with a double-pole, double-throw, center-off
switch that is "momentary" in both directions (it makes
contact as long as you hold it in either direction, but
springs back to the off position upon release). This switch
is called a DPDT center-off with Mom-Off-Mom action.
(See Figure 4.)
Pins 6 and 7 allow you to connect various devices
in series with the lamp to control or modify its action.
Diodes, resistors, dimmers, relays, flashers and whatever
else your beady little mind can devise may be connected
across these two pins provided two conditions are met:
1.
The ratings of the device to be connected must at
least equal (preferably exceed) those of the lamp:
110 volts, 300 watts, and approximately 3 amperes
for the ELH lamp; 110 volts, 250 watts, and approximately 2.5 amps for the ENH lamp.
2.
The device to be connected must not "source" (put
in) any voltage onto these pins. The 110 volt AC
power for the lamp appears across these two terminals (so be careful!) and any device such as a dimmer
which sources voltage to the lamp may result in some
spectacular special effects. A dimmer (such as the
kind you find in the hardware store) which is designed to act upon already-flowing AC in the circuit
will work just fine.

4-Focus
Direction
3-Focus
Enable
7-Lamp

1-Advance
5-Common
2-Reverse

• •

6-Lamp

Figure 1.

• •
•.. •..

Pushbutton
Switch
Normally
Open

Figure 2.

•. •
..

Pushbutton
Switch
Normally
Open

Figure 3.

DPDT Switch
Center orr
Diodes 1 N4002

• •
..

it

Figure 4.

Hardware store dimmers often have appreciable hysteresis
(they won't come on from full dark until a certain level is
reached on the control and the lamp suddenly lights fairly
brightly), and are difficult to modify and adapt to existing
control systems. The dimmer schematic shown in Figure
5 will provide excellent control for the lamp of a Carousel,
and is easy to build as well.
By putting the various functions together in a single
enclosure, you can make quite a satisfactory manual control box for a Carousel projector (as long as you don't
need more than about 25 feet of connecting cable ~ see
Figure 6). If you need longer wire runs or want more sophisticated, flexible controls, you will need to go to something like a 12-volt DC control for these same functions.
This will allow wire runs up to hundreds of feet. For more
info on DC controls, contact the author or the Creative
Comer editor.
Let me close with a word or two about wiring for the
Carousels. The upper five pins of the socket may be wired
with as small as 22AWG (American Wire Gauge) but the
lamp pins (6 & 7) should be wired with no less than 18
AWG (and for runs of over 20 feet, with 16 or 14 AWG.
I purposely haven't said anything about wire color-coding
because different manufacturers often use various colored
wire for the same pin (one uses yellow for pin 5 and another uses green, for example). So, you '11 have to consult
your manufacturer's literature (or experiment) to find your
color code. If you want to buy ready-made 7-pin Carousel
cables, they are available (but can be expensive). If you
have 5-pin cables from old remote controllers handy, you
can add a two-pin plug underneath to control lamp functions (and save some money). The male end of a nonpolarized television "cheater cord" extension will work

quite nicely (both pins are the same size and fit the hole
spacing on the Carousel pretty well), and these are available from almost any good electronics su pply house. They
have the added advantage of coming with the proper size
wire, although you will have to splice in some extra if your
cable is to be more than about 10 feet long.
If you analyze each function listed here, you will
find that no one hookup is difficult. In total, they will
provide you with complete control over your Carousel's
bodily functions and a good case of 7-pin madness!

Dl.D2= lN4007
Cl- O.luF 600 V.
Ql= Teccor Q4010-L4

• •
Figure 5.

r---_~----_f_--. Pin 6

"----&------......- -..

Pin 7

Figure 6.
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FOCUS
ON
EDUCATI
Mark S. Sonntag

Editor's Note ~ This is (presumably) the last in our series
of articles on planetarium internships. The column will
return to its original purpose (as a forum for education)
with the next issue.

THE PLANETARIUM INSTITUTE'S
ASTRONOMY PROGRAM AT
SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY
Charles F. Hagar
When we began to plan the new Physical Science
Building on the campus of San Francisco State University,
we wanted a planetarium. Among the goals of the planetarium facility was a program of instruction which would
enable graduates to gain employment in the fields of interpretive astronomy: planetarium work, science writing,
teaching, museum work, et cetera. Included in the proposal
was a sliding-roof observatory for the top of our ten-story
building.
We moved into the new facility in 1974, with our
planetarium located on the fourth floor. The roof-top
observatory houses a 16-inch reflector, a la-inch Celestron,
a ] a-inch Cassegrain, and a 4-inch Unitron refractor. We
also have (for field work) a portable 8-inch Celestron, a 5inch Schmidt camera, and a 6-inch Newtonian reflector.
The planetarium has a 26.5-foot dome, a Spitz 512
projector, and 50 tilt-and-swivel seats with adjustable tablet
arms. There is a rear-screen projection system with random-access Carousels, a panorama system using eight Ektagraphics, and several dozen other special effects projectors
including zooms, dimple-disk aurorae, Wide-angle atmospherium/dissolve projectors, et cetera. The system may be
controlled by a computer programmer for playback.
A three-fold goal in our philosophy for the planetarium facility and its accompanying program of instruction
was: 1) To provide a planetarium for astronomy instruct30

ion and laboratory experiences in our popular introductory
astronomy course sequence: Astronomy 115 and 116.
2) Special presentations for other departments: art, aerospace, biology, broadcasting, education, ethnic studies,
history, geography, foreign language, music, et cetera.
3) Presentations for campus and community school groups
from elementary, intermediate and secondary schools; plus
shows for the general public, scouts, service organizations
and travel clubs.
Other than category (1), which is taught by regular
university instructors, and category (2), where there is close
cooperation between our instructional staff and that of
visiting departments, we encourage our astronomy students
to participate in producing and presenting these programs
in category (3).
The June, 1973 issue of the Planetarian listed sixteen
institutions offering course work or training in planetarium
education. Some of these were only one or two week institutes; others were internships or summer programs;
some offered a BA or BS degree, and several offered Master's Degrees. One of these is our Planetarium Institute, situated at San Francisco State University, in the Department of Physics and Astronomy.
The purpose of the Planetarium Institute is to act as
a loose association of Bay Area colleges and planetariums
which in some form or another offer planetarium training.
The program of planetarium science here at S.F.S.U. includes basic course work in astronomy (including observational astronomy and the history of astronomy). In addition, we have a two-unit course (two-hours of class work
per week) entitled Planetarium Astronomy. In this course,
we cover the areas of astronomy taught best in a planetarium: constellation identification, seasons, moon phases
and motions, planetary motions, aspects of the sky from
various latitudes. We also critique various planetarium productions - both those produced "in house" and those
presented by other Bay Area planetariums (there are ten

of them within a 20-mile radius). After sampling the varieties of planetarium productions, students write a detailed
outline of a planetarium program of their own invention.
These show outlines are then reviewed by the class in a
"production conference" format. An outgrowth of this
process is that many original and exciting planetarium programs get "on track" for production and eventual presentation in our planetarium facility.
Those students who then wish to see their show outline become a reality take our Planetarium Training Workshop (1 unit, repeatable). Known as Astronomy 340,
its students meet weekly to work on the researching, writing, production and presentation of their programs. More
often than not, these are group efforts - with several students working on a single production. It usually takes a
full semester to achieve the desired result. Public presentations run for seven weeks; thus enabling us to present two
different shows each semester. In addition, school programs are concurrently presented (usually in a "live" format), with dialog between presentor and the visiting class.
Interactive and participatory programs are presented,
rather than the old style "lecture" format.
At the Planetarium Institute, we presently have four
students working toward a Master's Program in Astronomy
with a teaching emphasis. Our program at S.F .S. U. offers
the BA degree in Physics with a concentration in Astronomy. The Master of Arts Degree is offered through the Center for Interdisciplinary Science, in cooperation with
astronomy faculty.
The overall philosophy of our planetarium training
program may sound a bit startling: those in the program do
not have to be seeking professional planetarium careers.

It is simply another way for the student to learn astronomy.
One of the best ways to learn is by doing. The
student prepares, produces, and gives astronomy programs
in the planetarium. It is one thing for the teacher to
operate a planetarium and to point out these constellations; or to explain and demonstrate the retrograde motions of the planets, and to show the sky from equator and
pole. We in the profession do this every day, and sometimes effectively. But how much more effective it is for the
student to learn to present this same material!
Most of our astronomy students who have "caught
the planetarium bug" have gone on into our Master's Degree program. Many of these graduates who demonstrate
competency in planetarium work also have talent for teaching astronomy. We have been able to use these students as
part-time instructors in our Introductory Astronomy
Laboratory, which currently operates twelve sections with
24 students per section. Over half of the lab work is done
in the planetarium. Here again, our students have the opportunity to become proficient in using the planetarium as
an educational tool for teaching the liberal-arts student.
Next year will mark the tenth anniversary of our
planetarium training program. During the past decade we
have graduated over a dozen students; some of them have
gone into planetarium work at museums, colleges and
science centers.
Others have pursued science writing,
and still others have gone into astronomical research.
All of them have expressed to us how their planetarium
training has given them more confidence in their teaching,
writing and research, as well as having clarified many of the
three-dimensional concepts of astronomy that are best
taught in the planetarium.
END

PLANETARIUM USAGE FOR

SECONDARY STUDENTS

Gerald L. Mallon

REFERENCE
Malville, Kim. A Feather for Daedalus, Cummings Publishing Company Inc., Menlo Park, CA. 1975.
The study of mythology can be a beautiful and
thought-provoking topic. It can offer the members of a
non -science class the opportunity to examine the universe,
and in doing so, to explore the inter-relations between science and mythology. Kim Malville, in her book, A Feather
for Daedalus, makes the point that "Science Is Our Modern
Mythology." She explains:
The universe and its collection of phenomena need to
be made familiar, and our cosmological myths have
always been attempts to provide mankind with a
comfortable and familiar home. The sequence of
cosmic models starting with an earthy disc floating
on a cosmic ocean underneath a clamshell sky,
through the rotating crystalline spheres and the
swinging epicycles to the present day big bang cosmology, have all been attempts to make the universe
small enough to place within our reach. When one
is living in a large, darkened hall, how much more
comforting it is to build partitions which one can see
and feel and to hang surrogate windows on the wall,
remaking the darkness into familiar scenes!
Myth is always difficult to identify from the inside,
and because of the quality of the falseness that we
frequently associate with it, we often find it difficult
to admit that modern science is a myth. However,
when one is living and participating in a mythology, it
has the full authority of truth even to the extent that
men are willing to fight and die in its name. Unlike
folk tales such as Cinderella and Snow White, myth
can evoke intense commitment and total belief in
its truthfulness. Likewise, we believe in our science
and are continuously placing ourselves at its mercy.
Whether one agrees with Malville or not, the topic
of mythology and its interconnections with science is certainly one worthy of discussion. It can offer the planetarium director a dynamic method of involving additional
students in the planetarium, since mythology is a basic
part of many existing secondary programs in the United
States.
The following is a lesson plan on mythology that I
have used successfully with 10th-grade English students for
the last few years. It allows the students to examine the
controversy over science and myth, and to become familiar
with various celestial legends and the astronomical phenomena behind them. It is also designed to actively involve
them in examination of the topic; an important aspect of
an educationally-worthwhile planetarium lesson.
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MYTHOLOGY: EXPLAINING THE UNEXPLAINABLE
Purpose: To discuss mythology as the forerunner of science and to examine the reliability of myths.
Grade: Secondary English
Materials: Writing paper, pencils, pointers, slides depicting
various celestial phenomena and associated myths.
Preparation: Set planetarium for current time and latitude.
Have materials ready for use.
Behavioral Objectives:
By the end of the lesson, the students will be able to:
1. define the term "Mythology" in their own words
(it should be explained as being more than just
fiction).
2. create, in small groups, a fictional story to rationally explain a given situation, (i.e., create a new
myth).
3. analyze the problems of communication when only oral language (and not written language) exists.
Presentation:
Introduction - People throughout time have looked at
the world around them and tried to make sense of
it. They've tried to explain things by using knowledge gathered during their lifetime and the lives of
others before them. This attempt at explaining the
.otherwise unexplainable is the very foundation of
science and mythology. (Define Mythology.) Today
we'll review some of these ancient explanations, try
our hands at their creation, and experience some of
the difficulties in communicating them.
Causes of Myths: First let's consider some of the phenomena that generated myths:
- the movement of the sun through the sky
- the cold, sparkling light of the stars
- the changing seasons following a cycle from birth
to maturity to old age to death and rebirth
- the disappearance of the sun during rare occasions
- the blood-red moon
the uneven distribution of stars across the sky

Reviewing these phenomena, it may not be too difficult for you to propose your own explanations for
them. Look at the following visual depiction of a
myth and state the phenomena that the myth is trying to explain:
- Apollo or Sun God Ra
- Dragon devouring sun
- Zeus's arrows
- North Wind
- Navajo Indian cosmogram
Many of the myths designed to explain the otherwise
unexplainable involved beings greater than mere mortals. These things usually lived in the heavens and
occasionally visited the earth. From these basic
myths, many elaborate and fanciful mythologies
have developed.
The

We will now take a look at various cultural
that are all concerned with the same phenomenon, a phenomenon that many of you may never
have seen because of the growing problem of "light
pollution." That phenomenon is the Milky
how it appears in different
seasons, at different angles to horizon and different
widths. Then offer various myths that have been designed to explain it. The book, The Stars in Our
Heavens, Peter Lum, Pantheon Books, 1948 is a
good source.)

Create a Myth: I am now going to ask you to try and create your own myth of the Milky Way. After you've
completed this task, we'll try to communicate one of
the myths to other people. (Divide the class into
small groups of approximately 4 or 5 people. Before
distributing the paper and pencils read the follOWing
directions to the class:
Imagine that you are part of a culture that suddenly
experienced a very long and severe drought. This
drought, which lasted for several months, occurred
during the summer, when the Milky Way is seen high
overhead. The constant cloudless nights afforded
you a clear view of the sky. After many months the
rains finally came ~nd the drought ended.
Circulate among the groups checking on progress and
offering assistance where necessary.)
Communication: (Review the myths created by the small
groups and select one for the following communications activity. For this activity, four people need
to be "volunteered". Three of these people should
be escorted outside by the attending teacher. These
three people cannot be from the group that created
the myth selected. Next, the one remaining student
should be given the following instructions and then
the selected myth.

Instructions: The speaker will tell you the myth
once. You are not permitted to ask questions or to
have the myth repeated. Try to remember as much
of the myth as possible. After listening to the myth,
you will be asked to tell it to someone else.
The communcation process will take place amid
the rest of the class, and they should be instructed
to listen carefully as each person retells the
They should note any changes that occur in the
as it is transmitted.
Once the first volunteer has heard the
inside
volunteer should be
same instructions listed earlier. After
is
aloud
the first volunteer. Another
inside and
volunteer should be
cedure should continue until the last volunteer has
heard the myth. When the last person has listened
to the
should retell
as
ceives
to the whole class.
Discussion: After the communication
should be
for all
and the class to hear. The class should discuss the
changes that occurred in the oral version. Did ~UL'VH<U
explanations become irrational? How reliable can
be?
present-day versions of
Conclusion: As can be seen
munication, today's versions of
be warped versions of the
by people many years ago to
around them may have become
al
In
at
shouldn't be so quick to
at and condemn
but rather should look
into the culture and
times, of the people, and the difficult
involved. How many of the "truths" that we hold
today will at some future time be considered
myths? We don't have to look too far to see examples. The "truth" of a stationary earth can now be
seen as a "myth." The "truth" that only birds can
fly, and the "truth" that time is an unchanging constant are all examples of "truths" that are now
myths. Think about these possibilities as you continue to examine the mythologies of ancient cultures
and the celestial phenomena that generated many
of them.
Optional: During the Create-a-Myth section, you may
wish to offer the class an example of a previously created
myth for the given situation. Below is an example of such
a myth:
One day, many years ago, the earth became hot and
dry. Water no longer existed on the earth. Life was
very difficult for those who lived at that time. The
continued to pg. 38
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A PRODUCER'S GUIDE
TO MUSIC CLEARANCE
Prepared by the legal staff of
Clearing House, Ltd.
Hollywood, California
Reprinted by permission.
The music we hear every day on radio and television
or see performed in nightclubs and concerts is subject to
federal copyright protection. The Copyright Act gives the
owners of the music certain rights and controls over how
their music will be used and the fees that will be paid for
its use. This system of law, which makes it possible for
creative people to earn a living from the product of their
talents, also requires that those who want to use this protected material secure permission to do so.
This booklet is intended as a general guide to the subject of music clearance for producers of television programs, commercials, and motion pictures. While not a
comprehensive summary of this complex and specialized
area of entertainment law, it is offered as an aid in answering the most frequently asked questions about the field.
Specific questions about music and other types of rights
clearances should be directed to your attorney, or to a
music and rights clearance service.

AS A PRODUCER, WHAT ARE MY RESPONSIBILITIES FOR CLEARING THE MUSIC USED IN MY
TELEVISION OR MOTION PICTURE PROJECT?
Both as a matter of copyright law and the producer's
own distribution or exhibition agreements, it is the pro34

ducer's responsibility to secure the clearance of musical
material used in his television or motion picture production. This is required to avoid liability for copyright infringement, to meet delivery requirements and to comply
with errors and omissions insurance procedures.
Failure to properly clear copyrighted musical material
can result in substantial copyright infringement liability,
legal fees, and the very real possibility of massive re-editing
of the finished program before it can be released. Once the
material is properly cleared, it can be used to the full extent of the license terms and thereby represents a one-time
cost item to the producer.

EXACTLY, WHAT IS MUSIC CLEARANCE?
It is the process of determining exactly who owns
the copyright to any given musical material, and then negotiating permission for use of that material either on a
United States or worldwide basis, in exchange for the payment of a license fee to the copyright owner. These steps
should be taken before recording, in order to eliminate
songs which are either too expensive or which the owners
do not want used. After editing is completed, a music cue
sheet must be prepared and distributed, the license fees
must be paid and the formal contracts granting the rights
must be executed.
There are no set clearance patterns, for each composition brings with it a unique set of legal and business affairs
problems which should be addressed and resolved before
production begins. For example, some musical compositions, while popular and in general use in areas such as

radio broadcast or nightclub performance, are not available
(at any price) in certain other media applications, either
due to the writer's wishes or restrictions in earlier contractual arrangements. The unauthorized use of such material
in a production could result in an injunction blocking the
exhibition of the entire program, as well as other financial
penalties, until the uncleared material is removed.

WHO OWNS THE MUSIC I WISH TO USE?
This is a very difficult question to answer since several people can collaborate to create a single song. Further,
a copyright can be divided into separate parts with each
part owned either individually or by several parties.
Generally, a writer sells the copyright in his song
to a music publisher who pays the writer royalties derived
from its exploitation. If the writer is an employee of the
publisher, the publisher usually owns the work for the life
of the copyright and it is the publisher, not the writer, who
has the authority to grant permission for its use.
In other cases, the publisher owning the copyright
may be contractually required to ask for the writer's approval before allowing its use. It is possible to divide
ownership of a copyright by percentages or even by territories so that one publisher could own rights in the United
States while a separate publisher could own rights for the
rest of the world. The people who own music copyrights
frequently assign the right to grant permission and the right
to collect royalties for specific types of rights to outside
agencies who do the collecting and paperwork for them.
This may result in situations where several parties must
agree to the license, thereby increasing the difficulty in
obtaining clearance.
WHAT RIGHTS DO I NEED TO OBTAIN IN ORDER TO MAKE SURE THAT THE MUSIC IN MY SHOW
IS PROPERL Y CLEARED?
This is a complex area but, in general, one can divide
the rights commonly required in television and film production into the following categories:
PUBLIC PERFORMING RIGHTS: These refer to
the rights to do such things as recite, play, sing, dance, act
out or broadcast a composition in public. However, there is
a vast difference between the rights required to merely sing
a song on a bare stage and the rights required to dramatize
or act out a song using sets, costumes, props, etc. While a
detailed explanation of non-dramatic and dramatic rights
is beyond the scope of this general discussion, remember
that the rights required, and the complexity of their clearance, will depend upon the way the song is to be performed.
REPRODUCTION RIGHTS: Reproduction Rights
are referred to in television and film production as "synchronization rights," and apply when protected material is
recorded as part of a soundtrack in synchronization with
video or film images. These should not be confused with
so-called "mechanical rights," which refer to the rights re-

quired to reproduce music in the form of audio records
or tapes for distribution to the general pUblic.

ADAPTATION RIGHTS: These rights involve the alteration of musical compositions by way of arrangement,
parody, comedic use, lyric change, translation, etc., and
may result in many clearance problems. If a composition
is to be used in an adapted form, specific permission directly from the copyright owner may be required before
broadcast or release. Some copyright owners, while open
to the use of their material as it was originally written,
will not allow any adaptations.
FROM WHOM MAY I OBTAIN THESE MUSIC
RIGHTS?
The previously mentioned rights are generally not
handled at one source, but instead, are licensed individually
by separate parties. For certain rights, you may have to
deal directly with the author of the material, the author's
estate, lawyer, publisher or agent. Synchronization rights
might be obtained by approaching the owner directly or
one of the organizations that license those rights on behalf
of the publishers. Public performing rights might be obtained from one of the music performing rights organizations such as ASCAP, BMI or SESAC.
In some cases, with popular musical material, the
writer may hold the actual copyright, while the licensing
for television or film use may be handled by his representative, If several parties own a composition, each may have
to be contacted. If a writer is deceased and his rights have
passed on to his heirs, the process can become more difficult.
As a producer working in television or film, you have
no reason to personally keep track of the ownership and
representation of the thousands of protected compositions
available. However, if you did, your basic problems would
be where to start, whom to talk to, what paperwork to do
and how to negotiate the license fees. All of this takes a
great deal of time, even if you have the basic information
readily at hand. Given these complexities, a producer
might find that the use of a particular composition requires dealing with four or five owners or representatives
to finally secure the required clearance.

CAN THE COPYRIGHT OWNER KEEP ME FROM
USING A COMPOSITION EVEN IF I AM WILLING TO
PAY FOR IT?
Yes. The owner of the composition can, except in
very rare cases, restrict or deny permission for its reproduction or adaptation. The performing rights organizations
also allow the owner to restrict the public performance of
music that is normally subject to blanket performance
clearance. Some popular material, available on records and
freely broadcast on radio, may be blocked from dramatic
or even non-dramatic use on commercial television. The
Copyright Law gives the owner of the work the final say.
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WHAT ABOUT COMPULSOR Y LICENSES?
It is tru~ that there are certain situations where a
copyright owner is required by law to grant a license, but
those limited situations have little impact on commercial
television and film production.

WHAT HAPPENS IF I USE A SONG WITHOUT
CLEARANCE?
If no one ever catches you - nothing. However, if
the matter is brought to the attention of the copyright
owner, you, as the producer of the film or television
project, can be held liable for copyright infringement.
Under the Copyright Act, an infringer is liable for both the
damages sustained by the copyright owner, and the profits
resulting from the unauthorized use of the protected material. Even if the copyright owner cannot prove what the
damages or profits are, he can still be awarded substantial
damages as set forth in the Copyright Act. While litigation
is usually a last resort, you may find yourself either paying
an out-of-court settlement to the copyright owner, or going
back to your finished program and making extensive
changes to remove the uncleared material. A producer with
a completed project from which release prints or dubs have
already been made, might find himself incurring costs
that vastly exceed what the original clearance and license
fees might have been.
WHAT ABOUT OLD SONGS? AREN'T THESE
SONGS IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN, AND FREE TO BE
USED WITHOUT RESTRICTION?
There is a small amount of music for which all
copyright protection on a worldwide basis has lapsed.
Some musical material which may be in the public domain
in the United States may still be protected, however, under
foreign copyright laws. The use of such material will
limit the exploitation of the television or motion picture
project incorporating the material to United States distribution only, unless a license is obtained for exploitation
throughout the rest of the world. With the changes in the
United States Copyright Law that became effective January
1, 1978, some older material has had its protection extended, and the worldwide rights problem has become
even more complicated. It can take almost as much time
and effort to determine whether a composition is in the
public domain as to clear one that is not.
HOW LONG CAN MUSIC BE PROTECTED BY
COPYRIGHT?
This is a difficult and technical question to answer, but generally, music created after January 1, 1978,
will be protected by copyright for 50 years after the death
of the last surviving writer. Works made for hire are protected 75 years from publication or 100 years from creation, whichever is less. For songs written before January 1,
1978, if timely renewal is made, the term of protection will
last for a total of 75 years from the end of the year the
copyright was originally secured. Remember that foreign
laws may provide for different copyright terms.
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CAN I USE EIGHT BARS OF A SONG WITHOUT
PA YING FOR IT?
The answer to this, one of the most common misconceptions regarding music and its protection under
United States Copyright Law, is NO. Any unauthorized
use of material that is recognizable as having come from a
copyrighted source is a potential infringement of copyright.
WHAT IF I HIRE A COMPOSER TO WRITE ORIGINAL MUSIC FOR MY TELEVISION OR FILM PROJECT?
Depending on your agreement with the composer,
the musical material created for your project on a "work
for hire" basis, may belong to you as the employer. If this
is the case, you will have acquired the necessary rights by
virtue of the employment contract between you and the
composer. However, if the composer has incorporated existing compositions into the score, care must be taken to
make sure that those existing compositions have been
cleared.
MA Y I CHANGE THE LYRIC TO AN EXISTING
SONG?
Not unless you obtain specific permission from the
copyright owner for the right to adapt the song, as previously discussed. Any change in the material from its original form must be cleared.
MA Y I USE THE TITLE OF A SONG AS MY PROGRAM TITLE?
While titles are not protected as such under copyright law, they may be protected under other legal doctrines. Also, use of the title and story line of a song may involve the clearance of dramatic rights. To protect yourself
you should have your attorney advise you as to whether
the title may be freely used, or specific permission should
be obtained from the owner of the song.
IF I CLEAR A SONG FOR THE FIRST EPISODE
OF A TELEVISION SERIES, MA Y IT BE USED IN SUBSEQUENT EPISODES WITHOUT ADDITIONAL PERMISSION?
No. Licenses are normally granted on a show by
show basis, and unless the song was cleared for the run of
the series, it can only be used in that single episode without
violating the rights of the owner.
IF I OBTAIN A LICENSE TO USE A FILM OR
TAPE CLIP IN MY SHOW, WILL THAT LICENSE INCLUDE THE RIGHT TO USE THE MUSIC CONTAINED
ON THE SOUNDTRACK?
Generally, no. Film clip licenses are usually granted
with the user acknowledging that he will be responsible
for obtaining all third party rights and clearances. The
film clip owner may not own the music, or may have acquired rights for its use in his production only. Therefore, if the music on the soundtrack is not specifically
covered in your film clip license agreement, it is your
continued to pg. 37
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The Astronomical Society of the Pacific has produced
yet another information package. This one, titled ASTRO~
LOGY PACKET, is designed to provide students, teachers,
librarians, and the general public with clear, specific information about this controversial subject. The packet
also includes an annotated bibliography of further readings,
and an interview with astronomer George Abell, who has
spent considerable time examining and exposing the tenets
of astrology.
The packet may be obtained by sending a donation
of $2.00 to A.S.P., Astrology Packet Dept., 1290 24th
Ave., San Francisco, CA 94122.
Eileen Starr, Planetarium Director of Eastern Washington Science Center, is preparing a grant request entitled
"Humanities and the Stars: Interpreting the Astronomy
and Mythology of Other Cultures."
If funded, she will produce a series of 12 humanities
presentations for national distribution utilizing the planetarium as the medium of communication. These programs
will be designed for the small planetarium (6-12 meters)
having minimal equipment and staff. To help defray dupliSKY NOTES, Continued
responsibility to obtain additional clearances for its use
in your project. The music publishing division of a motion
picture company and the production or publicity division
of the same company, may have completely different outlooks on what you mayor may not use.
MA Y I USE RECORDS ON MY SHOW?
Be careful. This is a complex and gray area of both
law and practice. Some use of records on television teen
dance shows, for instance, has been permitted because this
use is considered promotional. Other uses of phonograph
records may require permission in advance from any number of involved parties including the owner of the work,
artist, music publisher, recording company or performing
unions, etc.

cation costs, a nominal charge of $30 per program, or $360
for the set of twelve, is anticipated.
For more information, contact Eileen at Eastern
Washington University, 300 Patterson Hall, Cheney, Washington 99004.
Hansen Planetarium's newest catalog of posters,
slides, postcards, charts, maps and booklets has been released. In it, one can find a wide selection of visuals that
will add greatly to any planetarium'S looks. Hansen is also
the source for photos from the Anglo-Australian Observatory, Kitt Peak Observatory, Lick Observatory, Palomar
Observatory and the Schmidt Telescope Unit,
Observatory, Edinburgh, U.K.
To get on their mailing list, write Hansen Planetarium Publications, 15 South State Street, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84111.
Sky Skan has also produced their newest catalog of
planetarium special effects projectors. Besides their usual
list of projectors, Sky Skan offers over half a dozen new
devices ranging from a 15: 1 zoom to a programmable (via
an Apple II computer) X-Y Mirror Slew. They are likewise
selling Audio Visual Laboratories (AVL) automation systems which can be used to control special effects. Also
available are the new Kodak Ektagraphic HI E and SAV2050 projectors, plus the Singer SM-1000 and Singer SM400 projectors.
For more information write Sky Skan, Inc., 7350
Dryer Rd., Victor, N.Y. 14564.
Finally, Edna Devore informs me that additional
release prints of the NASA-JPL Saturn Encounter computer
simulation films may be purchased directly from the company that did the original work
Foto-Kem Labs, Burbank, California. Specifications are:
VS-4 Voyager I Saturn Encounter (193 feet, silent)
$34.05
VS-2
Voyager II Saturn Encounter (208 feet)
$26.26
VS-7 Preview of Coming Attractions - Uranus and
END
Neptune (72 feet) $12.82
CAN I, OR SOMEONE ON MY PRODUCTION
STAFF, OBTAIN THE REQUIRED MUSIC RIGHTS
CLEARANCES FOR MY PROJECT?
Yes, if you or one of the people on your staff has a
day to day working knowledge of the music clearance field
and the research and computer information at hand necessary to resolve questions of ownership, iicensing practice,
and availability. This is a very specialized area and most
producers have neither the available full-time staff nor the
business affairs support required to carry out the task.
While an attorney's direct input is not necessarily required
in the process, there are continuing questions which must
be addressed in order to assure the producer that he is fully
complying with both the legal and contractual requirements of production.
END
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REVIEW
FOUR FILMS FOR
PLANET ARIUM/ ASTRONOMY INSTRUCTION

I don't know how many of you may already be
aware of the following materials, produced or distributed
by:
Pyramid Film & Video
Box 1048
Santa Monica, CA 90406-1048
Contact: Steven Winters (800) 421-2304
Some have been out for a few years; the last is brand new.
All are directly or indirectly applicable to astronomy/
science education, and may find a useful place in your
teaching. They are:
I.
A Search for Anti-Worlds: 25 minutes, 1976.
The existence of anti-matter in sub-atomic-sized
quantities is well known. Entirely speculative, however, is
the possibility of bulk quantities of anti-matter in the universe; perhaps even anti-stars and anti-worlds. This film
profiles the continuing search by physicists at the University of California-Berkeley for such material in cosmic
rays.
The viewer is expertly guided through a complete
launch preparation, flight, and recovery of the balloonborne detector. Seldom have I seen a more intriguing
demonstration of "doing science" at the forefronts of
thought and technology, including the obstacles (both
planned and unplanned) that must be overcome. When
the data is finally analysed, an "event" is noted that seems
at first to confirm the predictions. Later, however, the
observation is discarded, but not the hopes of the experimental teams with it.
While ideally suited for high school to college age
students, with some physics or chemistry background, the

film can still be enjoyed by many others. It is thoughtprovoking and rigorously accurate, but at the same time
shows scientific investigation as a multi-faceted human
endeavor. And that is its strongest message.
II.
Spaceborn: 12 minutes, 1977.
Designed "to show the excitement and beauty of our
first attempts at space travel," this film utilizes only a
music score to back up stunning NASA footage of our Apollo and Sky lab legacies. Beautifully edited, it captures the
serene visual poetry of liftoff, docking, zero-gravity acrobatics; flight over and down to the lunar surface; and the
triumphant return to earth.
It would make an excellent introduction or followup
to your current star show, and could be used equally well
in the classroom.
III. Powers of Ten: 9 minutes, 1978. Narrated by Philip
Morrison.
"A film dealing with the relative size of things in the
Universe, and the effect of adding another zero."
Beginning with a picture area one meter across (in
a Chicago park), we are slowly zoomed out, revealing in
succession the surrounding cityscape, earth, solar system,
stars and galaxies, to a maximum dimension of 10 24
meters - the known limits of the macroscopic universe.
We quickly retrace our path, and then plunge into
the other (microscopic) domain - of the human body_
Cells, nucleii, and DNA molecules rush past, until we ultimately encounter the blurred, Brownian motion of an
atomic nucleus, at 10- 15 meter scale.
Great for science and math students of many ages,
you'll want to run the picture again and again (if you're
like me).
IV. Ballet Robotique: 8 minutes, 1982.
"A computerized dance performed by giant industrial
robots," this Oscar-nominated film captures the artistry
of machines performing intricate assembly, painting, and
welding routines, synchronized to music. Ballet Robotique
is not an astronomy film, but may still be useful as an illustration device in your programs or museum exhibits,
and in teaching situations dealing with high technology
and applied science.
All of these films are professionally made, and can
be well recommended.
END

PLANETARIUM USAGE FOR SECONDARY STUDENTS
Continued
people often prayed to the Mother God to quench
their thirst, but these prayers were not answered
because of the evil intervention of Malu. Malu removed all of the water from the earth, stored it in
the heavens, and prevented the prayers of the people
below from reaching the Mother God. But one
night, while Malu rested from all of this evil, Little
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Ninu prayed fervently to Mother God and with this
soul-wrenching prayer, the truth was fmally revealed
to the Mother God. In anger, she banished Malu and
sent her messenger, Ganzu, down the heavenly river
to bring water again to the scorched earth (heavenly river = Milky Way; Ganzu = present-day Cygnus
the Swan).
END

THE MNEMONIC PLAGUE
It used to be fun ... and simple. Before 1979, it
was "MY VERY ENERGETIC MOTHER JUST SERVED
US NINE PIZZAS". Period. That was it. Easy for 5th
graders (and me) to remember the names of the planets, ill
order, from the sun. And then it happened. Pluto moved
inside Neptune's orbit. We then changed it to: "MY
VERY ENERGETIC MOTHER JUST SERVED US PISTACHIO NUTS". A student from Millbrook, N.Y., Oliver
Davis, devised "MAYBE VERY ELLIPTICAL MOTION
JUST SOMEHOW USURPED PLUTO'S NOVELTY" to
help us through this 20-year Pluto-Neptune crisis.
But there was more. Next came MOONS. Of planets.
"MET DR. THIP" was devised; each letter stood for the
name of one of Saturn's 9 moons: Mimas, Enceladus,
Tethys, Dione, Rhea, Titan, Hyperion, Iapetus, Phoebe.
Cute, but short-lived. A weary team of illustrators proudly delivered their latest creation to the printer: a beautiful
Solar System Wall Poster which listed, for each planet, the
number of moons it has. Picking up a newspaper on the
way out, one illustrator opens it to find that some zealous
researcher at JPL, studying Voyager pictures, has identified
2 more moons of Saturn.
I was in the middle of a heated argument between a
frazzled teacher and her personal plague, a well-read, pushy
5th grader. Teacher: "But in the book it says ... " Student: "The paper says right here that Saturn has 23 moons.
So you have to count it right on the test!" They look to
me for a solution. Gently, I blink my eyes, smile, and suggest to the teacher that the kid is right, and perhaps it
would be a good idea to stop telling them how many moons
planets have, and just say something like, "Big planets have
lots of moons".
The clever Solar System Wall Chart Makers have come
up with a better solution, I think: a new character expression for the English language. They used to use it exclusively for Pluto, as in "Pluto's diameter = 2000? miles". But
now they use it everywhere: "Number of Planets = 9?",
"Pluto: Number of Moons = 1?", "Jupiter: Number of
Moons = 19?". I think they've shown us the way; don't
tell them anything about anything in the solar system lest
we be made fools of the next day!

OVERHEARD
at Vancouver IPS meeting, Summer, 1982
- Norm Sperling, describing the litter of beer
etc., on the grounds around the Odessa, Texas meteorite
crater: "And here we see the fruit of the Anheuser Busch
- Larry Toy, Chabot College, relates that Dr. Law~
rence Anderson, Director of the Ritter Observatory, Toledo, Ohio recently completed his dissertation on the variable star HZ Hercules. His wife had matching towels
with the initials (you guessed it!) "HZ" and "HER".
- Another story concerning the "Jupiter Effect"
from Jack Dunn, planetarian in Lincoln, Nebraska: The
day the effect would supposedly manifest itself upon us,
someone called the local TV station to protest that
did not report the world's coming to an end that
The receptionist's reply: "I'm sorry, but we only
the local news at 6 o'clock".
- Limerick Master? Keith Goering, Chanute
School Planetarium, Chanute, Kansas:
Said Doppler, "Baboons are a curiosity.
Though their butts suggest some atrocity,
That brilliant red hue
Is undoubtedly due
To their tremendous receding velocity."
- By un-unanimous vote, Dave Howell of Deerfield,
Mass., was voted "Most Preppy Planetarian."
- At the beginning of each program, planetarian
Rich Reif, in Albuquerque, N.M., spells out his four rules
for students in his planetarium: 1) no food; 2) no drink;
3) no moving from your seat; 4) don't touch anything!
Later, when he asked the class if they knew what the four
directions were (NESW), a little girl diligently recited his
rules for planetarium behavior.
-- The final program at MacMillan, IPS host
tarium for the conference, was a spoof on planetarium
shows. Music included a Pink Floyd selection in which
the singer asks: "Is anybody out there?" An unidentified
planetarian yelled out "I am!" The singer repeated the
question. Another planetarian, also mercifully unnamed,
yelled "He is!"
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